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Man has perceived
into neat and orderly

the ideal
classes

that natural

phenomena fall

of knowledge and that that

easil y

knowledge can

in turn be rendered into unbending and noteworthy fact.

One has but to

venture

to realize

to a salt-marsh

a wavin g tule,

lying deep within an arid desert

a marky soil,

that

and the rushin g of water from mineral sprin gs

can ouickly confoun d such lofty

thoughts of orderliness.
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INTRODUCTIOM
Any rnarsh is a distinctive land-forni of v.,ried interest.

To the

a ,. riculturist it is ,rnsteland to be reclaimed; to the naturalist, a
habitat of aesthetic value.

To the ecolo1.;ist, however, a marsh represents

a cor.mlexity of vegetation under the influences of many and often inseparable
factors.

It becomes a place of challenging study.

There exists a notable lack of inforrr:ation treating the ecology of
inland salt-marshes.

Still less known are the ecological conditions imposed

upon �lant life in marshes arisine from saline sprincs.
c.1

The rresence of such

wetland in western Utah afforded the on)>ortunity to study salt-marsh

ver,etation L� a hi�hly specialized habitat.
The study had two nhases.

First was a study of the ve�etation.

Data

were secured from collections and studv nlots within each of the major
mar.sh comnunities.

�eneral descriptions of other nlant life were additionally

conpiled.
It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss or rigidly define
the requirements embraced in the use of

11

community 11 as a unit of veo;etation.

Sufficient references are available for those who ,;ish to rursue the point.
In tl:is study, a community is a congregation of plants exhi itinf; differ
ences in appearance and species composition from other plant congre�ations.
Secondly, studies were directed to the influences of soil and water
on the ecology of each community.
of these relationships.

Transects were used to investi0ate many

Transition zones between communities were narrow

and usually sharply delineated.

Transects intersected ecotones of this

sort; environmental differences which �ay have occurred in the few broader

2

ecotones

were assumed to be of eoual magnitude but of more eradual

of change .

Relatively

short

transects

community yet allowed collection
Information
and September

thus adequately

of intensive

and data were collected
1959 and a 6-month period

represented

rate
each

data .

during
be~inning

a 5- week period
in ~~rch 1960 .

in August

3

REVIFl'l OF LITERATURE

The subject
encompasses

of plant

ecology,

a vast wealth

whether of marshes,

of published

material.

of these many works would add little
marsh ecology.
of plant

Failure,

however,

review

considerations

to acknowledge the textbook

and Daubenmire (1959) would be remiss.

hichly

or prairies,

A comprehensive

to the present

ecology by Weaver and Clements (1938),

(1958),

forests,

Dansereau

of salt-

treatments

(1957),

Oosting

Their approach to this

complex sub j ect covered not a few of the many factors

which affect

A more specific

dealing

pla nt life

of all

forms.

with the ecoloi:::r of salt-marshes

review of literature

follows.

Tidal-marshes
Plant
marshlands

ecologists

have naid considerable

of the eastern

seaboard.

analysis

of tidal-marsh

covering

the more important

(193 8 ) aptly
salt-marsh

English

communities,

described

studies

gulf

coast

phenology and salt

relationships
coast.

of salinity
Purer

Chapman (1938,

several

1940) concerned
20 years

routes

of salt-marsh

included

time.

Gillham

tolerance.
reaction

Penfound and Hathaway

to maximum expression.
effects

considerations

to tidal

that

ver,etation

resulted

coastal

alon g the
marshlands.

of plant

Other studies

on tidal-marsh

of

(1957) investi ~ated the

the patterns

He demonstrated

in their

bi bliography

the ecology of California

1939, 1940b) treated

research

a reference

marshes and included

(1942) studied

environmental

and Egler (1950),

to that

and soil

on New England salt-marshes.
follow

~~
iller

to the coastal

attention

succession

ver,etation

may

(Chanman,

vegetation.

Over

in Chapman's (1960) treatise

on

4

the subj ect.
primarily

His voltl1'1e, coverin g salt-marsh

considered

verretation

ecolorzy but also reported

coastal

the world over,
inl and salt-marsh

conditions.
Taylor's
la boratory

investigations

(1939)

and field

conditions

studied

Cottam (1950)

revealed

the biological

aftermaths
soil

much to do with the separation

and zonation

(189 5 , 191 1) studied

and habitat

t ~e flora

Inland
In contrast
marshes.

to coastal

Jensen

salt

tolerance

of aquatic

within

a

studies

on the correlation

several

aquatic

~

of mosquito - ditching

aci dity and alkalinity
of coastal

little

the importance

plants.
comn1w1it y .

J·:c'.:illian
Ellis

betw een alkalinity

salinit

(1959) in vest i r.;ated the

and the distribution

of

lakes.

Keith (19 55 , 1958,

hacitat.

(1 954 ) work at Ogden ::lay :{efue e was the most r ewar din c

reviewed.

His study reported

with the addition

from saline

of edaphic relationships

1

y changes to waterfowl

wastela nds .

of ti ial - na rshes.

( 1955 ) made r r eli min ary

1961) related

occurred

Davis

is known of inlan d salt-

surroundin g saline

publication

had

vegetation.

correlations

the ecolo~y of vecetation

:!elson's

in

Evans ( 1953) and Rawson and :-:oore ( 1941+-)treated

species.

soil

13ourn and

Salt-marshes

marshes,

( 1939) underscored

in the distribution

in erowth between

for many ti dal- !Tla
rsh SDecies.

Wherr y ( 1920) believed

tidelan d areas .

differences

No literature
springs

of fresh
treatin

was foun d .

the ecological

changes which

water to salt - marsh and saline
r, the ecoloCY of marshlands

arising

5

THE FISH SPRINGSSTUDYAREA
In the arid

regions

of western

Utah, a valley

the monotony of barren mountains and endless
Here a series
range,

of springs

For millennia,

creating

thousands

flows forth
these waters

of acres

of lush green breaks

tracts

of desert

vegetation.

from the base of a rugged mountain
into t he broad valley

have drained

of saline

marshland.

These are the Fish

Springs marshes.
Location
Located some 35 miles east of the Nevada border,
situated

on the northern

boundary of Juab County, 140 miles southwest

Salt Lake City.

The sparcity

readily

from a nap of the area.

apparent

are but clusters
families,
south,

of settlement

of ranch buildi ngs.

which lies
in ad joining

alkali

in western

Such is Callao,

r-~illard County, is Del ta,

Utah.

and

a town of five
Eighty miles to the
Dugway Provin g Groun d ,

is 66 miles to the east.

the wastes of the Great Salt

of

Juab County is

Towns are widely separated

23 miles west of Fish Springs.

an Army Chemical Corps installation,
the marshes,

Fish SprinGs is

North from

Lake Desert form an uninhabitable

blanket.
The Callao-Tooele

only access

Road, an improved gravel

to Fish Springs.

roads serve as connections
these crude lanes
waterways within

From this

roadway, prov i des the

road several

to the outlyin g sections

are the sloughs and ponds that
the study area.

unmaintained

dirt

of the marshes.

form a la byr inth

Along
of

6
Topography
The marshes lie in a basin bordered by the Fish Springs Mountains to
the west arxi by rolling

dunes along their

other perimeters.

confined to an area about 6 miles long and J miles wide.
slopes gently north and eastward and is underlain
of hardpan.

within the basin decrease

Elevations

Inundation
The basin floor

with an impermeable layer
to the north from 4,J02

to 4,287 feet above mean sea level for an average decrease

feet

is

of 2.6

feet per mile.

Eastward, the basin slopes at a rate of 6.6 feet per mile

from 4,J10 feet

to 4,290 feet above mean sea level.

Moraine-like

ridges winding along the foot of the Fish Springs Range

bear mute evidence to the shoreline

washes of ancient

Lake Bonneville.

cut by the periodic

Etched deep into these banks are gullies
t he slo pes above.

Followin g intense

to the basin floor

and flow into the marshes along the western ri m.

Twisting depressions
Where sli ght increases
create

rain,

in elevation

In these re gions, many islands

further

to several

in efforts

lar gely resulted
materially

dikes near the springs
to control

in rerouting

altered

the outlying

acres,

or pl at eaus,
rise

the r atio of edee to surface

Yian has attempted to exert his influence

of ditches

above the
area.

upon the marshes.

Early

and channeled a myriad

the water for irri gation.

These attempts

water near the sprin gs but have not
marshlands.
Springs

With their

way

occur, these sloughs have backed up to

varying in size from a few square feet

lan d owners constructed

continue their

fro m

within the basin for m shallow slou ghs (:<'
i gure 1).

expanses of marsh.

water le vel to increase

these rills

run-offs

source hidden in the mountains to the west, the springs

Figure 1.

Aerial view of North Spring drainage showing twisting sloughs running east from mountain
base. Snow capped peaks to rear are the Deep Creek Range, those nearest are the Fish
Springs Mountains. Open marsh area lies further to right and out of photo. Photo courtesy
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

----.J

8

of the study area lie
Range.

in a linear

Three major springs

marshes with water.

1939).

into

of

sprin gs su pply the

which have been charted

4J,5 second-feet

Considerin g , however,

45 to 50 second-feet

at the foot of the Fish Springs

and a number of lesser

'The six springs

contri bute a combined total
(~~cBride,

fashion

(Ta ble 1)

of water to the basin

the many uncharted

would be a more pro bable estimate

s:naller

springs,

for the total

flow

the marshes.

Table 1.

Flowaee rates and aspect for six charte d sprin gs , Fish Springs
National Wildlife Refuge
Flow in secon d-feet
( Mc Brid e , 19J9 )

Spring

Aspect

North Spring

5 .0

Large diked pond ;
pipe flume

Walter's

0. 5

Shallow pool;
undevelo ped

House Springs

7,0

Several deep springs
connected by natural
channels; some with
control structures

Middle Spring
(Fro g Pond)

12.7

Spri ng

Lar ge diked pond;
pipe flume

2.5

Crater-like
sp rin g ;
unde veloped

South Spring

15. 8

Lar ge diked pond ;
headwaters for irrigation ditch leading
to other sprin g areas

Total

4J.5

Scott's

Spring

measured flow

The springs
efforts

vary in appe arance

by former residents

(Table 1).

to control

and divert

As a result
the waters,

of intense
the lar ger
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springs

were enclosed

more adjacent
appearance

on one or more sides by dikes.

spring

orifices

of a single

were collectively

large

sprine.

In some cases,

diked,

today lending

Pipe flumes within

the earthen

convey the water to ditches

in rushing

and aspect

of these

springs

have been considerably

untouched.

Scott's

Spring,

for example, emerges from a vertical-

some 15 feet

crater

in depth.

comes from the gentle
steep

,-:a lls.

its

altered.

Walter's
silty

the
dikes

Thus, the original

Here the onl y evidence

motion of filamentous

In contrast,

shallow depression,

streams.

two or

depth

Others remain
sided

of water movement

green algae which line

the

Spring is but a small pool in a
wit h less

bottom overlain

than a foot of

water.
Common to all
atraria

Girard

the sprin r s are the schools

(Utah chub) have been positively

it has been suggested

that

The .:onner are thought

.to

latter

an introduced

Gambusia

salt

spp . (mosquitofish)

to the northwest,
'

flats.

One of these

fauna and the

severaJ. hot springs

has served as a "health

for many years;

tempe ratures,

are far too hot for bathin g .

the others,

which leads

cJ.eave

sprin g " for

which approach near-boiling
As the springs

area are warm, about 80 F, it would see r1 likely
in the aquifer

may also be present.

species.

the arthritic

a link

1957),

(',voodbury,

identified

be remnants of Lake Jonneville

Away from the marshes,
the barren

i'1hile only Gila

of fish.

that

to Fish Springs

of the study

the hot springs

are

from the west.

Weather
Vegetation

depends upon prevailing

Temperature,

precipitation,

to influence

the bi ota of an area

climate

for its

and wind are the climatic
(Dansereau,

1957).

development.
factors

which combine

A summary of these
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conditions

was compiled

from existing

records

from Dugway Proving Ground

1956). Dugvray lies 42.5 air miles to the east and is partitioned

(Shearer,

from Fish Springs

by

the Dugway Mountains.

Temperature
Temperatures
temperature

for Fish Springs

appear in Table 2.

The mean annual

was 51.3 F with an average annual maximum of 65,3 F and an

average annual minimum of 37,6 F.
warmest months, respectively.
was 50,8 F.

January and July were the coldest

and

The annual range of average temperatures

109 to -15 F, showed a range of 124 F.

The extremes,

(1956) cited these temperature

conditions

as the continental

Shearer

type.

Precip itation
The precipitation

Table 3 shows that

and summer thundershowers.

disturbances

of the annual average of 7,13 inches fell

percent
July,

at Fish Springs depends upon migratory

cyclonic
only 12.9

during the months of

August, and September.
Table 3 presents

In addition,
of 7. 2 inches

the average monthly snowfall.

for !·:arch has be en exaggerated

by a record

snowfall

in 1952. The average annual snowfall

2 inches

of the total

ratio

of nearly

annual preci pi tation

of a temperature

both these factors;
directional
northwesterly
basinal

19. 2 inches of

accounted for approximately

and indicated

a snow to water

10 to 1.

Wind is due either
presence

The high

pressure

to differences
gradient.

namely,

At Fish Springs,

(a) regional

differences.

pressures

in direction,
Fish Springs

from

with poly-

and (b) local

which are created
lies

or the

winds result

winds associated

systems which are migratory,

and southwesterly

temperature

in atmospheric

winds,
by inter-

in a pathway of
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Table 2.

Tenmerature data for Fis h Springs Nati onal Wildlif e Refu ce , 1949
to 1955, inclusive (after Shearer, 1956)
Degrees F
Average
Average maximllI'l minimum

Month

Average

Ja nuary
Febr ua!"'J
;far ch
April

27.3
34.0
37,6
49.1
59,9
66 . 8
78 .1
76,1
65,7
5J . 8
38.6
29.4

Hay

June
July
August
September
Octo er
~Iovember
December
:·leana

51. 3

38 ,7
45 ,4
L~9.4

62 .3
73.9
81.9
94,4
91. 7
82 . 6
69 .8
54.0
39 .J
65.3

16.9
23,0
25.6
34.9
44. 8
50,7
61. 2
60 . 0
48 .J
37, 8
26. 6
21. 2
37, 6

}'.a.xirn wn

66
71
74
83
94
107
109
104
101
87
73
55

Minimum
-15
- 3
- 7
14
29
33
41
38
26
20
- 9
- 1

aI-~
ean values have been su~pli ed by the writer.

Tahle J .

Preci pitation data for :-'ish S:)rings tiatio nal Wildlife
Refuge, 1949 to 1955, inclusive (after Shearer , 1956)

Month
J anuar y
February
March
April
Hay
June
July
Aueust
September
October
.fovember
December
Annual total
aInfluenced

by a record

Inches
Total preciriitation

Snowfall

0.5 6
0. 29
1.45a
0.91
0,48
0, 85
0.34
0.29
0.27
0.50
0,60
0.59
7 .13

J . 80
1. 58
7 , 3oa
Trace
Trace
0.06
0. 00
0.00
o.oo
2.40
2.00
2.60
19 .74

snowfall of 19 .2 inches in 1952.
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airmass

exchanr,e between the Sevier

1lasin and the Great Salt

Lake Desert .

Cliriate

(1957) defined

Dansereau
rainfall,

expressed

in degrees

in centimeters,

C, ~,ut less

steppe
fits

is more than the annual mean temperature

than twice that

Tables 2 and 3), the Fish Springs
classification.

climate

climor,raph

widely accepted

Plotting

1910).

for comparative

J are surrnarized

Under these

in Fieure

within

the half-desert

evaporation

durin~ the

and a re duction

in evaporation.

of a re cion is the

of temperature-preci

Ditation

Data appearine

pur poses.

as a

This descri ption

conditions,

the climatology

(fro m

a half-desert

is accomplished

precipitation

method of por traying

( 1all,

conversion

1957) described

and water storaee

winter due to low but frequent
A nopular

By this

with a sUJTU11er
dry season.

well with the data of Table 3.

exceeds precinitation,

value.

study area falls

Koppen (in Dansereau,

or semi-arid

as an area in which the annual

a half-desert

values

in Tales

is

2 and

2.
P.i.story

That Fish Springs was long a focal
pioneer

may be appreciated

by its

areas 1-:ere widely separated
sprin~s
waters

precluded
of this

further

point

isolated

of life

suoply of water.

and the many miles
passage without

remote area that

for the Indian

of desert

pause.

the historical

and

Waterine

surroundine

the

It was upon the abundant
role

of Fish Snrin~s was

founded.
Preceding
the In dian .

exploration

Eere the Soshutes,

encamped near the springs
evidence

by white man, Fish Sprincs

of Goshute life

a tri bal relation

was known only to

of the Piu tes,

and in the caves of nearby mount ains .
remains in the bits

had
Today,

of rush mattinc , pottery
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National Wildlife Refuge. Data compiled from Shearer
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shards,

and chips of arrowpoints

the Indians,

the word "Juab",

scattered

throughout

meaning flat,

the study area.

From

has been taken for the name of

the county in which Fish Springs now lies.
Much of western
wanderings

Utah remained unknown, save for the nomadic

of trappers

and prospectors,

the Army's Corps of Topographical
His j ournals

until

Engineers

(Simpson, 1876), published

the Great 'lasin of the Territory

Captain J. !!. Simpson of
began his explorations

as "Report of Explorations

in

1859.

Across

of Utah for a Direct Wagon-Route from

Camp Floyd to Genoa, in Carson Valley,"

makes mention of the Fish Sprines

area.
Simpson and his party
1859 , while on their
the following

westward march.

entry

(Pg.

(Camp No. 5) on 1-'.ay6-7,

camped at Fish Springs
His journal

for that

day contains

50):

There is a mail-station
at these sprinr,s, where we are encamped.
At present the only shelter is a thatched shed. The mail-agent
reports that it is perfectly
impracticable
to shorten the route
by striking
across the valley to this station,
on account of the
alkaline flat, which will scarcely allow aninals with packs to
cross.
The springs are large and copious, very clear, the bottom
An innll1'1erable
nresenting
a whitish appearance, with a hue of ereen.
1
quantity of fish are to be seen sporting in the water.
le have
caught some specimens.
They are about 6 inches lon g , have darkish,
speckled scales, and seem to be a kind of chub. They are very
inferior
for the table.
The water is slightly
brackish and lukewarm, but when allowed to cool is palatable.
Simpson (187 6 , Pg. 151) summarized his findings
"I tinera.r,J

of the more northern

or outward wagon-route

Utah, to Genoa, in Carson Valley."
of stops were briefly

oriGin .

from the route's
trail

described

footnote

saline

cautioned,

and located

in respect

grass,

as a campsite
palatable

however, that

entitled

from Camp Floyd,

a suggested

Fish Springs was the fifth

and was characterized

a mail station,

In the table,

in a table

sequence

to the distance
stop on the proposed

92.8 miles from

CampF1.oyd with

water and greasewood fuel.

"In order to cross the desert

A

between
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Simpson I s Sprini:,; and Fish Snrinr,s ... with comfort,
provided

the persons

droueht-animals

...

of the party,

and at least

Company established

Fish Springs
the desert
continue

its

as a watering
ahead.

Prior

expedition,

western

route.

the Overland
The sta~e line

stop for the stock ani~als
to Sinpson 's visit

the j ourney from Simpson's

However, on

two grain -fee ds for the

11

Durinr, the saEe year as Smps on's
Freia,ht

water ke;1;s should be

the line

had used mules to

Spri ne; to the Eumbolt :tiver in rlevada.

r:a,y2, 18 59 , the road to Ruby Valley had been sufficiently

in that

Followine

the route

a go·rnrnrnental

of the stage line,

huilding

station

I bapar,

rider

F~sh Sprinr,s
t he early

afforded

or Pony, was

a convenient

location

nonths of tho venture,

a stone

near Bouse Sprinp;s .

to riake the 80-mile trip

from Deep Creek (now

Utah) to Ca.ripFloyd , o.nd hence throl.l['.h Fish Sr,rincs , was one

:eor'.;e Thatcher

(Carter , 1952).

runs , however .

t'.ear the Fish Sprine;s station,

riders

Overland an·J Pike's

to carry mai1 between St . Joseph , :'.issouri,

and durinc

was constructed

The first

.

the Central

kn01·m as the Pony ~ress

charter

an~ Sacr~r1ento , California
for a relay

as far as the

fror1 Camp F'loyd " (Simrison, 1876) .

'!alley

Peak Exuress Company, popularl,
granted

made use of

bef ore encountering

co'Tlpleted to allow the "mail -sta ge " to "run the next trip
station

Sta::;e and

confirr:1 the journey
')hen the teleGraph

I

'.lot all

lines

their

the un,'":1.arkedr,ravcs of two

be tween Fort Churchill

had been coripleted.

transcontinental
The noles

25 to JO per mile and averae;ed 22 feet
salt-encrusted

co~~,leted

s many hazards.

were connecte d in 1361, the first
conrrn
unication

of the riders

stumps of these

Lake City

syste!Tl of di rect

carryin g the lines

in lengtt

poles are still

and Salt

( 'rmme,

1868 ).

nwnbered
Several

to be found energinG from
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the salt

fla ts near the southern

edge of the ~ish SprinGS marshes.

The Pony Express became history
With its

lino.

passing,

the stone relay

for use as core r.iaterial

dismantled

( J . P. Harrison,

foundation

in per.

comm.).

in the present

tele gr aph lines

swung northward

Fi restone
deleted

section

traveled

a yount:; eirl,

left

period ically

with the writer

early

the southern

Durine this

residents

edge of the study area then

constructed

Hsh Springs

made this

period,

the "Firestone

Range.

The

Cutoff" which

unknown from t he close of the Pony

Ericson,

presentl y of Grantsville,

trip

:-:rs.

Utah ,

Ericson,

then

by horse and wagon to secure
In conversation

Fish Springs

passag e near the springs

.·:rs . Ericson remembered that

near House Springs.

as a
was most

a fa..'Tlily by

Ho further

information

of

l'.ountains,

the deccying

was available.
slopes

ghost town of Fish Springs

of the Fis h Springs
stands

near the once productive

Leech (1891) mentions a "falling

County , he later

and

road to cross the country.

on September 7, 1959 , she rec alled

On the western

While

the route of the express

her f~'Tlily oper ated in Deep Creek.

the name of Smith resided
these

floor.

of the first

muddy area on the route and that

diffi cult.

however, is the building's

from J eep Creek to Salt Lake City.

goods for a store

slick,

century,

188J, when Hrs. Hilda

en route

remaining,

South Spring

of roadway from use.

Recorded history
Express until

was abandoned and later

along the foot of the Fish Springs

?.ubber Company later
this

of the telegraph

in the dike enclosing
Still

became a section

The Lincoln Hie;hway followed
abruptly

station

the packed earthen

surrounding

lfoch later,

with the completion

cited

off" of silver

Utah ,:ine.

production

in Juab

(1892) that Fi sh Sprin1:;s "about doubled its output"

durin1:; the second year as a mining district.

The mine's main shaft

later
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filled

with water and was abandoned.
near the town lie the mounds of eight graves.

On a rocky hill

of these are marked with wooden crosses
Child."

The eighth grave is indicated

reading

stantiated

rumors attribute

Long time residents
Lehi, Utah, settled
his,

Died Januar.r 9, 1904."

Unsub-

of the area recalled

that Arthur Stewart,

of

at Fish Springs in the 1890's and that a relative

of

(Harold Parker of Trout Creek, Utah, in

Utah Land Office records

Fish Springs in 1902.
there,

stone which reads:

these deaths to an epidemic of smallpox.

John Thomas, soon followed

per. comm.).

"Unknown"or "Unkn01m

by a polished

"Andrew Pearson, A Native of Scandinavia,

Seven

show that Thomas bought land at
person knovm to have raised

He was the first

though grazing undoubtedly existed

before that time.

'

The only

building

of this period still

standing was built

Thomas.

Succeeding residents

have since enlarged the single room structure

with several

of telegraph

cattle

poles .by

additions.

After successive

ownership by a man named Everett and a Dr. Davis

of Tooele, Utah, the land passed into the hands'of
Trout Creek and James P. Harrison,

who presently

Tass A. Claridge of
lives

as a trapper

at

Fish Springs.
In 1926 Claridge

Engineer of Utah.

and Harrison filed

It is interesting

the refuee possi bilities

for wildlife

Excerpts from these filings,

water claims with the State

to note that these men recognized
on the Fish S~rin r,s marshes.

numbered Ms 9921 and Ms 9922, read in part

as follows:
[To build) ditches, laterals,
flumes, pipes, excavations, channels,
dams, embankments, etc. , designed and constructed to ~ound the
water in ponds, and a series of ponds, lagoons, etc.
LThus) creating,
maintaining , and operating a habitat for breeding, raising, and
cultivation
of various adaptable fur bearing animals, muskrats, otter,
beaver , etc., or other animals or stock of susceptibility;
together
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with propagation of requisite
or any aouatic ve getation and plants,
and niscicultu ral developments of the impounded waters formed into
said lakes, ponds , lagoons, etc., so far as may be expedient and
practicabl e. And also for t he creation,
so far as possi ble, of a
refuge for wild and domesticated waterfowl.
Harrison

later

to the trappin~
cattle,

bought Clarid ge's interest

business,

operated

the Fish Springs

however, did poorly on the mareinal

failed

during

~ull frogs were introduced
Joseph Scriber

War surolus

rearing

pools.

barges

landing

range and the enterprise

to Fish Springs during

of Or;den, Utah,

100 acres of marsh near I~iddle
frovs.

of bulldozed

the residual

ponds.

num::.-,eredI 27965 was for
moss.

11

A pit was later

Additional

fro p; population

19JP ; and Janson,

at Fish Snrings

of public

1953).

(1v'
alker,

on ::arch 22, 1956, by

pur poses in the proces sinrr of neat

ro further

operations

were carred

of the
on up

study in Au~ust of 1960.

of Fish Sprinr;s had been recognized
for many years

Land acquisition

the nurcha se of J , 775 acres of Private

14,097 acres

has become

"industrial

Service

1941).

the

Water use, as desi ~nated in a file

of the present

U. S. Fish and Wildlife

into

breedin g stock

opened near House Sprin gs and a ouantity

Wildl ife potentialities

of

Lake Cit y .

materi al removed for dryinr.
to t he completion

utilized

waters diverted

Hhile the venture

An unusual water filin g was re v,istered
t:ahoney of Salt

later

barges were hauled to the area for use as

constit ute one of the few in Utah of consequence

Stanford

residence

Sprin g for the commercial production

was imported from commercial hatcheries.
lar gel y inoperative,

the early

under lease,

Middle Sorin gs was diked and its

and a nearby series

Ranch CoMpany. The

of 1948-49,

the severe winter

of Harris on.

in the area and, in addition

(Wilson,

by

the

19J8 ; ',/illiar.is,

commenced in March of 1959 with

and state

hol dings.

Subse quentl y ,

domain were w~thdrawn on August 14, 1959 , by the
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Depa rtment
Hildlifc

of the
Ref u[e ,

Interior

for

the

creation

of :-'ish

S:)rin --;s ::ational
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METHODSAND

Plants
herbaria:

collected

on the study area are filed

the Intermountain

Refuge Headquarters,

structure

Herbarium,

Fish Springs

Randomly selected

MATERIALS

of the vegetation.

National

of the sample mean.

communities and submersed vegetation
Ten transects

were established

the marshes (see Appendix A).

at stations

1 foot apart

Soil samples were collected
plunger was fitted

a simple suction

a texture

plac ed in a plastic

freezer

Upon air drying,

Soil Tester

were not quantitatively

studied,

at selected

ecotones

with a

and were measured to the nearest
sampler.

within

mechanism whereby soft

soluble

inch.

A wooden

the sample r tube.
marsh soils

could be

long and 1 inch in diameter.
salts

by tactile

and pH were collected
respectivel
inspection,

y.

at

Each

numbered,

and

bag.

50 grams of each sample were mixed with 250 grams

water in quart
solubridge

with pipe markers and

with a core-type

class

throughout

Contours were determined

0-6, 7-12, and lJ-24 inches,

sample was assigned

of distilled

Upland desert

in an unbroken core some J feet

depths:

by

or census method,

with a gasket and inserted

Samples to be analyzed for total
soil

statis-

in the form cited

Each was located

numbered with punched aluminum ta gs.

three

Refuge.

was estimated

Data are presented

Weaver and Clements (19J8) as the list

retrieved

and

.05 confidence level and to an accuracy not less than 15

percent

This created

University

Wildlife

Number of plots

at the

level

Utah State

6 by 24 inch plots were used to sample the

tically

line

in two reference

jars

and thoroughly

shaken.

Electrodes

and a Beckman pH meter were then inserted

'

of a

in the

21
s us pe nsion.
millil'1hos
in his

The soluhridre
of conducti vib·.

studi e s at Op;den

Cr ra nic
surface

Labor::i.tory

Sir1ilar

a t Ut ah State

m~tter

comna r a ble

(

•

•

stuJioci

with

Irrometc

r s , wer e inserted

tonsiometers.

which were 6 inches
met e r s ; soils

study

for

.

at zero

;m d marsh

areas .

Wat er quality
three

the belts

conversion

of

the more or~anic

nature

Thus ,
would not be

The influence

content

Daily

radiation

with

tension
weekly

within
at

with

r.'.iddle,

t ensin were

wer e t aken <1t

t he followinr

du rin i:;

d:=:.·' s data

on th e ten siometers

was

Dis til led water

was

each rea din [' the meter

w2s

the water

16 s tations

a pH meter

with

was n er lirible

n1.per b2gs .

Following

Only areas

or submersed

readinr,s

:tainfall

were recorde c at the

was studied

large r sprin r,s , r~orth

.

ta~le

were

known as

ta ~le were st~ied

did occur,

as needed,

Readings

- , cornmercinlly

of 7 da:rs .

of solar

instruments

were r ecorded

of vep;eta tion

above the w1ter

in w::ter

hy r eleas in g the

levels

di ff erent

;:i

or more above the water

the

.,irect

t o a den th of 6 i nc hes .

soil

a minimum neriod

by covering

Water

os within

in the

added to e;:ich instrument
r eset

of

perioc , bu t when preciritation

were discarded

were made

of -,morohous humus.

These instrument.

;:issurned not to be limited
ea ch sta tion

fro m that

of

by t he Soils

was not noss i ble in that

th an 6 inches

less

in

, in corresDond encc) .

SoE - "loistu r e rel ,, tionshi

reduced

( 1935 and 19h7).

rreatly

·:horn

•

carb on content

:11e de ter rd.nations

pe rcenta re s from samples
1

6 inches

d from the first

orr;cmic
.

of W::i
.lkley

car ' on to or ra nic matter

orranic

the

for

University

di ffered

content

were used by J~elso n ( 1954)

pr oc ed ures

were collecte

and were analyzed

m2teri · ls

salt

'a:• .

samples

the nethods

followinr

soil

matter

soil

or~anic

readin e s ~ave tot 1.l soluble

n ea rest

colunm.
throu r,hout the

snrinr

.12 5 inch.

a nd solubridre.

and .Sout h , s ample s were taken

f,t the

and
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analyzed
car bonate,

for calcitl1'l, magnesium,
bi car bonate,

employed at the Soils
quantity

of these

ions.

sodium, potassi~ ~ . chloride,

and nitrate
Laboratory

ions.

Standard

analytical

were used to determine

sulfate,
techni ques

the presence

and

2J

THE VffiEI'ATION
Mason (1957) characterized
dissimilar

from that

predominate
plant

of freshwater

at Fish Springs

plants

and, in part,
with saline

belongine

distinctly

conditions

areas.

While some

are found in most aquatic
Characeae,
are usually

Cheno~odiaceae,
associated

treat

first

Secondly,

the Desert

Upland communities

the four emersed-soil

marsh communities,

co!Tll'1unities fonnin g broad plains

on the basin

(b) Jun cus ;-'eadows, (c) Juncus "Porders, and (d) Phrar;mites
found widely scattered

(a) Eleocharis

of

conditions.

includin g (a) Distichlis

Thirdly,

which

to the development

from those of other

Gramineae and Cyperaceae families

surroun ding the basin.

ties

The saline

to the Juncaginaceae,

The followin g sections

floor,

wetlands .

such as members of the Typhaceae,

habitats,

as having a flora

have thus contributed

communities which differ

species,

salt- marshes

throue;hout

six submersed-soil

the entire

communi ties

major emergent community of Scirpus

olneyi

(c) ~ angustifolia,

acutus,

(d) Scirpus

area.

are described.

Meadows found on the peat soils

communi-

These include

near watercourses,

and lesser

(b ) the

emereent stan ds of

and (e) ~· paludosus,

and

finall y , (f) the submersed communities of Chara and ~uppia.
Desert Unland Communities
The vegetation
Springs
Atriplex

is typical
association.

of the mountain slopes
cold-desert

and gravelly

climax described

Commonly associated

uplands at Fish

by OostinG (195 8 ) as the

with Atriplex

confertifolia

(Torr.

,~ Frem.) S. Wats. (shadscale)

Sritt.

and£.

plants

of Ephedra nevadensis

stenophyllus

(A. Gray) Greene (ra bbitbrush).
S. Wats. (joint

A. Sray (wolfberry)

At hi eher elevations,

desert

soils.

osteosperma

among these woody species
re eions.

and ra lncothrix

throu r;hout the community .

grasses

( Torr. ) 3enth.

flourish

sheep drives,

soils

glomeratus

mare;inata (r:utt.)
Torr.

~

Vunz . ( evenin g

Gr ay ('-'al acothrix).

hear 1':alcol mia afri can a ( L. )
and t he intro-

( r)ie h .) t' ey . ( Halo ee to n ).

on the dry slo pes.

frequently.

contains

Of thes e Hil ari~

0 :utt.)

~amesii

kingii

J . G. Smith (sq uirreltail)
(S. Wats.) Hack.

Much of the uplan d are a , traversed

Bromus tectorum L. (cheat

to meet the basin floor,

oavement changes to loosely

A complete checklist
in Appendix B.

are as as

Schum. ( prickl y pear) are sc attere d

Blepharidachne

As the topo gra phy levels

1

of the stony

Lomatium er a.vi C. 8· R. (de sert

and Sit anion hystrix

(r lenhari dachne) occurs less

d esert

(£ngel m.) Britt.

Oryzoosis hymenoid es ( Roer:. &- Schult. ) Ricker

are common. The di minutive

seasonal

incisa

Lygodesmia exigua A. Gray (Lygodes mia),

( gall eta),

(In dian rice grass),

by

(Utah ,juniper)

(wild onion) and Snhaeralcea

var.

Disturbed

duced noxious weed, Halogeton
Several

and Lycium

are many her baceous annuals

sonchoi des (Nutt.)

I ndi vi duals of ()puntia rhodantha

(Malcolrnia),

sninosa H. &

of the uulands.

Rydb . ( globe mallow) occur on t he more level

riar sle v ), Oenothera caesi tosa Nutt.,

R. ~r.

Little

Descur ainia

Allium nevadense S. Wats.

does Helianthu s annuus L. (sunflower),

pr imr ose),

hprse brush),

(L.) Webb (tans y -must ard) are fre quent plants

coccin ea ( Pursh.)

Occasional

Tetradymia

(Torr.)

(Pall.)

slopes.

and perenni als common to xeric
and Q. sophia

Fi r),

complete the shru bby aspect

Juniperus

is found alone the steeper
Interspersed

are Chrysothamnus nauseosus

I, canescens DC. (s pineless

A. (s piny horse br1lish),
andersoni

1

of collected

packed loams.
species

erass).

the era vell y

Resulting

differences

and taxonomic references

appears
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in nlant

life

are

wood) and Kochia
with

evident.
vestita

the proximity

re r.rown with
Bassia

of the wate~ ta ble in these
Pursh

( Pall.)

(po'rerty

Kuntze

frin~es

of the

tics,

r1arshes,

he twPen the

T!-ie meadows appear

the h~sin

floor

but do not

low t;:i.1--lc-top rises
mono-s pecific;
canescans
are the

4.

Table

that

incilence

subordinate

associated

Cleared

spaces
stands

Dwarfed in dividuals

inter min;::le thinly

Jesert

enter

the

sometir1es
of other

Uplands

sty·icta

as dense

A. ' •ray (Cordylanthus)
only

areas.

( p:rease -

plants

Sa rco batus

occur.
snecies

flat

Density

Two halonhytes

"l 1.ins of

or extend

un the

':'he Distichlis

··eadow is

all

(Table

intermedia

4) .

S . Hats . (seenweec

is readows hased
:·ational
':,ildlife

Salicornia

utahensis

ner square

Percent;-we

foot

on 22
'.'i.efure ,

(Observed
( o:')served

share

Tidest.

(samphire)

freruency

100

5.S.9
:->
Ut not in r lots)
':Jut not in plots)

ce~tain

sites

with

and Allenrolfea

'-;ut

8ordrlanthus

com~unitv.

of Distichl
, ?ish Snrincs

frequently

salt-

depressions

is slight

in this

the

corinuni-

(decert

Rydb.

coverinp;

numerous

a0uatic

1960

'9istichlis
st~icta
Cordvlanthus
canes cans
Suaeda inteIT1e dia

of

of

with

and the

(Torr.)

carpets

and Suaeda

Corn.munity characteristics
randomly located
plots

Snecies

have

Co!'ll11unities

are bro ad :neadows of Distichlis

.:::rass).

Torr.

uplands.

Jistichlis
the

~

(riook .

weed) and spreadin~

( ~as sia).

co m:nunis Trin . (common reed)

in the lower

Pear

vep1iculatus

(:3. \-.fats .) ~ydb . (;'"reen moll :;) are

Iva axillaris

hyssonifolia

?hraP""':ites

Sarco~atuf>

Distichlis.
occidentalis

1)
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( S. \rfats.)
areas

Kuntze (!)ickleweed)

lying

airoides
slicht

,just above the water table.

(Torr.)
rises

Torr.

within

(alkali

A tussock

This vecetation

sections .

these

communities

Table

5. Community characteristics

1

was separated

The term Distichlis

on

for
Veadows for

Co~nex is applied

collectively.

of codominant Jistichlis
communities
based on 72 randomly located plots, Fish Sorin r;s Xational
:Jild life Refure, 1960
Codominant ~istichlis

opecies

Di stichlis
stricta
Sporoholus ai roi des
Alle nrolfoa occidentalis
Salico r nia ut ahens is
Juncus alticu s
a Density
b

in

com.,mnity of Sporo bolus

(Table 5) but is grouped with Distichlis

in followinf

veretation

also combines with .Jistichlis

sacaton)

the plains.

community structure
treatment

beconies members of the plain

con.munity

Sporobolus

Allonrolfea

Salicornia

Den. a Freq.b

Den.

Fre~.

Den.

r,·rer..

l-1-.5

45

Jf.O

80

15. 1
0,5

100

9.5

6

0.2

100
10

c

c

5.5

31

Jl~. 6

100

1. 8

20

per souare foot

Per centa ce frequency

cObscrved t:ut not in plots

The codominant segments of the Distichlis
Salicornia,

(h ) Distichlis

show sane overlap
omni:,resent

in all,

in conposition
thou~h its

in the SDorobolus stands.
nlain

- Allenrolfea

panorama (Figure

J).

t:1e codor:i.inant communities;

, and (c) Distichlis

(Table 5) .
density

This results
Snoroholus
it

(a) )ist ichli s -

Complex,

is sparse

Distichlis

and frequency

- Snoro ~olus,

, of course,

is

drop considerably

in dis cerna hle chan ee s in the
is found in varying
in the halophytic

3egrees within
segments but

to

Figure J.

Distichlis
Meadowpanorama showing pronounced changes with the i ncidence of Sporobolus airoides
at upper right.
Both plant types were designated Distichlis
Complex vegetation but structural
differences appear in text.
Vegetation in foreground is a pure stand of Distichlis
stricta.
I\)

----:,
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cl u.rr.nod and comon
T"!Ontanus Snr:elm.

in its
(wire

S-;,oro:,olus

co!'Wlunit:r.

location.

Juncus

r,rowth found
senarate

mm sernent

.

t.'uncus bal ticus

rush) , however , occurs
Even so , its

in these

elsewhere.

areas

there

spindly

Salicornia

thoui::h so1110intermixinr,

only in the

rresence

is

and lacks

other

Di.sticl.lis

reflects

and Allenrolfea

with

i·JillJ . var.
-

mar;;inc.1.l

the sod - forr:ine;
cenerally

rc~,ain

:-;ormlex comJ11.unities likely

occurs.
:·rnner ous ditches,
ditches

some dry,

have contrasting

Trin , (alkali

plant

corderass),

....
- ass ) , an d ..
•.u hl en~erria
J.,
•
J.

with

plan t of ditch
J ike

cdces

p;rowth of this

at these

is Tamarix
species

only woody plant

rarcnt

introduced

stock

Juncus
The sweeDinr

sites.

(L.) 0esf.
)

Pall.

follows

windbreaks

(salt

pockets

.

cedar).

These nhysical

::cadow CO!'Jl;lunities of L;uncus ba l ticus

A hedce-

to tr.eir

f>:rcad fror:1
( · i:;ure

features

interru

these

( Fifurcs

nt the

5 and 6).

lo·,, and irrer;ular

areas.
The 0uncus
snccies

:·'.eadow appears

and se;1arated

as a dense

from ad ja cent

r'l oristical

ly , howeve,: , it

Distichlis

Complex (Ta hle

contains

cor:i.l"Jur.ity lackine

·:egetation
all

6) . Distichlis

4).

di -;,s to form

vccetation

do:".inate

ends.

Somrmni ties

occasion2.lly

of cissfr,ilar

crass)

char acte ristic

the ranc h buildinrs

order

of the plain~

(ratoitfoot

the

ditc h ch;rnnels

near

gracilis

ra ro d i (scratch

to ente r the marshes , likely

depressions

Cor.1plex with

'.

Jpartina

·:evertheless,

l'.eadow and Juncus

landscane

!Xmnes and twistinr:
Distichlis

for

0

The water - filled

banks.

(".. ees ,.- , .ey.

ncntaridra

often

Tarn.arix , the

their

ronsre1iensis

·
asner f o 1 ia

Distichlis

the plains.

alonr,

life

Polypo~on

i

a::;sociate

intersect

associated

by knife - lik e ed "'.es.

of the ma.~or cormonents
and Sporobolus

are

of the

corU'lon in

Figure 4.

Tarnarix pentandra surrounding abandoned ranch buildings (obscured). This stand is
believed to have served as parent stock for those individuals found along ditches
elsewhere throughout the study area. Photo courtesy U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Figure 5.

Panne of Juncus Meadow. Surrounding vegetation is Distichlis Complex, mostly Distichlis
Sporobolus. Foothill to right shows typical upland desert community of Atriplex confertifolia
and associated species. View is looking southwest at the Fish Springs Mountains.

\.,.)
0

Figure 6.

Twisting depression of Juncus Meadow. Surrounding vegetation is Distichlis Complex, mostly
Distichlis-Sporobolus. Dark line near horizon is the expansion of the depression into a panne
formation.
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Juncus

::ead01:·1s but rer1ain

The nrescnce

of Salicornia

early

speculation

other

Juncus

only

cor. pletoly

about

communities

tt ·:o, Sre nis

and Allenrolfca
in soil

.

oannes

Although
T.

and Aster

S. sutsr

,r.

to .JW1c us in density.

in cTuncus ·:eadows aroused

differences

runcir.2.ta

Sto: )c , ( Ilawksboard)

subordinate

salt

content

nay be sites

. hisoidulosa

nauciflorus

these

and

of for h abW1dance,
( Powell)

(Aster)

!Jutt.

between

some

' ai.c . &

are occasionally

!)resent.

Ta hle 6 .

of Juncus '' eadows based on 18
::'ish Snrinrs
::.1tional '..'ildlife
Refuge ,

CommW1it;1 characteristics
randomly located
plots,

1960
Soecics

Density

,}uncus hal ticus
strict ~
J istichlis
S-oro:olus
a i~oi dc s
S.:u icornio. utahen s is
Allc!~ ~olf ea occi lcn talis
C:-e'."is rW1cinata
Aste r T)auciflorus

J uncus bal ticus
the windinr
separatin!".
The width
its

the

ad.~acency

Distichlis

2.7

27

0 .4
0 .2
( 0:1served

17
11

GG

Sor1plex fron
varies

densi t ~, frorr. that

of Complex ver;e t ation

is

prevalent

bounded

by Cor.plex

in these

but not

in plots)

in stri ns of ve e etation
It

appears

from a feu inches

and marsh edres

to the

infiltration

feet

11).

but

universal.

Bor der .

stri ~s of Juncus.

communitie s , Jistichlis

'.:.,
and

to several

~-'-eadows is attrihuta

In the lar;:er

borderin~

( see :;,i ~ure

is nearly

of t he Juncus

in Juncus

arc3.s .

as a dark

slou r h ver;etation

7 shows the characteristics

tration

freGuency

100
6G

of many sloughs .

presen c e alon c watercourses

in ] i c tichlis

Percenta~c

2J.2
5,8

nredo ~i nates

of JW1cus Borders

Table

foot

J .4

also

shorelines

ner square

The rise
hle to the

Rhiz ome infil

Juncus

-

r:eadows , also

decreases

inwa r d

from the Headow periphery

and thus,

nlots

; :eadmi s hoH a corres pond inc: reduction
is

sor.1etir1Cs locall

ance of the

y important

~~
orders

Torr . (.u.lkweed)

well

within

of :)istichlis

and augments

with

a plumrned phase

the

only for b of the

is

taken

the

dend t y .
otherwise

( Fir.;ure 7) .
Juncus

a Juncus
Snorobolus

brbtl

Asclerias

s,

(;Cl0.3ci

~order.

7. Community characteristics

Ta~le

of Juncus ~r d ers based on 12
plots , Fish Sprincs Nati onal Wildlife
~efuee,

randor.i.ly located

1960
Species

Density

per

June us t'a l tic us
Distictlis
st~icta
Jr oro ' olus airoides
Ascle i~s s~o ci osa
hr:o;-;nit e:::; co, ;nun ::..s

Phrar:oites
some c a ses,

fron

particularly

ster.is

The fre q uent
prompted

:/iller

"cowlicks."

22.5
2.2
0.5

75
66
25
25

addition

to the

:-hraP-n.itos

Border

( 1950) to liken
of ill

otherwise

effects

do minance

of sufficient

size

seen in the lare;er

these

and ro i;imented

of the

Border.

of ti dal - ~a rsh
spots

exhibit
stems

cowlick

communities.

formation

Juncus
to
thus

this

.

are found

Jun c us i·'.eadous are usually

to allow

In

raw·es

was foun d upon vegetation

upricht

Border

areas

distinctive

Sprin gs likewise

.

.

the confornation

in these

at, Fish

of varyin c extent

composition

grows densely,

Phra rn.ite s developrJent

co m.rnunities

for n ation:

comm.unities
sorietimes

an d f.Gler

swirls

100

mattin i and uind -s wept an pearance

J uncus

irregular

Per cent age frcri uency

37.2

(Ta :'le 7 ) to co mplete

r:o evidence

affected.
strikin,r;

wh ere

al te~ed .

occasional

foot

O, J

is a noteworthy

of th o Bord or is

square

in

the only

but they

are

Figure 7.

Juncus Border along slough edge. Vegetation of the Border includes individuals of Sporobolus
a iroides. Emergent-marsh lies to left while Distichlis Complex, mostly Distichlis-Sporobolus
and Distichlis-Sa licornia is shown at right. Note Phragmites invasion of the Border at right
rear and transect marker in foreground.
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Phrar;nites

Cormunities

unis occu pies many habitats
Phrar:;nites co:-1r1
typifies

its

classification

by uansereau

within

the study area and

(1957) as a cosmopolitan

species.

It is found in both the lower edges of the Desert Uplands and the marsh
i nter i or.

A distinctive

erowth form is associated

A dwarfed Phrar;r J.tes

community, ,Jidely spread but exceptionally

0

Compex coI'l!:lunities (Fi r,ure 8 ).

of minor importance

infrequent

the marshes proper,

dense and compacted stands

shor es and marsh edges.
exclusion
connuni ties

Its

terrestrial

, it is

a competit or for the habitat.
is }")resumably the result

of a sinilar

nature

covers its

roots

While

of

plants

dot many slough
much to the
extensive

as "r'hra,r;mi tes j uncl es. "

pronounced growth can and does occur where water

at :?ish Sprin GS are primarily

expand ":10th er" comn uni ties

is sparce .

thrifty

of Phraen;i.tes was stu di ed as a mem~Je
r of the

alon ~ but not in watercourses.

li..'llited to sites

Rhizomes, often many feet
into nearby ver,etation.

lone,

soneti:' ,es

Phrarzli tes study plots

and ariuatic

vegetation

(Table 8).

ve getati on .-Jithin an esta blished

Phraei1ites

stand

show associated

The understory

of tall,

r,rowth becomes

( Love and Love, 1954; ~ir d , 19€ 1 ; and others) , the

f'hra·-:-:
u. tcs cormnunities

consequently

however, ?hraemites

Souls ( 1955 ) described

of other marsh species.

marsh.

2?are gro und rather

terrestrial

t han lesser

area in many of the denser

exceptional

situation

dominance is often absolute,

The community structure

surface

In this

seed germination.

Upon reachine
profuse;

and cannot be considered
is li.."'lited and protaeation

Rhizome production

thin,

between the Sarco batus fringes

is sometimes found in the ecotone regions
and Distichlis

with each of t hese areas.

i n such instances.

plants

communities;

occupy nuch of the
canopy closure

A previ ous section

described

is
Phracl'lites

Figure 8.

Phragmites development in Distichlis Complex vegetation. Stems are less than 4 feet tall and
thinly dispersed. For more typical Phragmites growth along marsh edges, see Figure 7,

J7
Table

8.

Conununity characteristics
of Phr a~~ites
based
located
pl ots, r ish S:-irin r;s I·:ation;;tl · .'ildlife

Species

Densi t-, per

sq

reflect

occasionn.l

relationshins

incidence

emer~ont - riarsh

is

slope

11
11

the dab.

Border

ap pear dr~r.
EJ.coc!'laris

entaneled

Under foot,

study

rostelln.

ta Torr.

and distinctive

;:any of the

plots

their

and ren der

an aspect

ne.1.dmr nrofi le .

Pa ssae;e throueh

Slcocharis
duals

r er se:uare

of an

earlio:".'.

plant

!"atcrials

is littoral;

the water

are

tho Eradual

ta ble that

the mead ows

o_uickly b ecomes knmm .

is found

in these

nead ows as an

co'.'mw1ity.

by pro liferation

rooted

decrease

.:rnd S'l'1Cda are

was explained

saturation

rush)

plants

thus

The a~rupt

The presence

Inundation
meets

( spike

(T:i.b le 8) well

,·eadows

Eleochn.ris

plants

co!Wlunities.

of undeco!"lposed

so r;ontly
houcver,

,runcus

understory.

of tho r1ar-sh ed c os.
floor

for

;·;uhlen b err;ia

Phra":'1:ites

ST)ecies in the

of the ':)asin

16

o.6

but

:-:eadows boc r;y Hi th the peat
SO'.': o

22
22

0,8

Eleocharis

fou..Y!
d near

100

noteworthy.

in tho

"necios

Pcrcen ta ~c freq uenc y

2 .1
1. 6

the re!Tlilants of invaded

of Jistic~1lis

foot

8.5
o.6

PhracrirJ.t es cor.nnunis
Sc i:--,us olno ,-i
' uhlen' erria
as".lerifolia
Jistichlis
stricta
Suacda S' , .
"'uncus ":)31 ticus

and Jun cu s >'order

U,.1.Te

on 11 randomly
RefuGe , 1960

are

sterile

.

::ew plants

of countless

this

vecetation

are

established

cr een hoons to the
is

often

diff icult

when

are encoW1tered.

cr owt h is
foot

intense.

It

avcraced

of meadow (Ta ble 9).

no less

Competition

th.J.n 160 indivi
witr.in

a habitat

-

J8
so densely
sccondarJ
pa rsni

species

are

also

present

Trir;lochin

have accumulated

erclrl

is

especially

found

over

the peat

substratum

a few square

than

.meadows.

Other

:mcl C:istille

of color

feet

associates,

i a eY.ilis

to the

Ta ,l e 9.

erecta

:entauriw":

Cor.rr.unit:r char8.cteristics
rando r..ly located
pl ots,
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These are

exa..ltatu:-,
paint

( ~·ri seb.)

aci-1 nature
saturation.

in assir;nin

~isticl

' is

(ccntaury)

1es add a touch

Percentare

but
but
but
but

in the

i:eaclows; it

on (T.:i!,le 9).

In addition

species
tolerance

of these

Co~nlex soils
ren uirements
is

considera

f:reauoncy

not
not
not
not

in
in
in
in

plots)
plots)
plots)
plots)

ha ' itats

is oxe:npli:ied

occurred

in 90 ;)Crcent

to the hi;_;hl:r or f"'anic

a?prcciation

compar ison

Jis tichlis

· rir:id

Wright

100
90
40

to varied

of the :-:-icaclowstrat::i,

tho !'lore t;yni cal

in the

of Eleocharis
"ead ows hc1sed on 10
Fish Snrin:-s I'.at ional ',Jil j life
:Iefure,

of ::;isticl-:lis

An edaphic

which

areas , usually

located

brus h) soreti

1. 1
(Ob served
(Observed
(Observed
(Observed

aupearance

sa: 1pled ve1;etati

small

irreeuJ.arly

occasionally
soil

160.J
9.J

The adapta •.ility

hoh·c·;er,

of shallow

J ensit ·r ner s nu:i.:rc foot

frequent

are

neadows .

Sloocha :·is rostoll3-ta
J isticl:lis
st:ricta
L:PJ:5 olneyi
'.'.'ri;;lochin
1ari ti"l<l
~erul,
c::--o
ct .1
Casti2- 1 c ·a o_::ilis
Ccnt-:·1riw·. cxaltatum

by its

on pa tches
.

several

( Buds . ) Gov. (water

arrowerass)

in size , and are

A. t:els . (Indian

verdant

Sr,ccies

the

.

must be ~een althour;h

) and Tri,-Jocr- .in l'lari ti:l.'.1 L. ( seaside

noted .

less

by the conl:"1unity doninant

covered

rmst

of
am

be Given to their

conditions

with

those

of

would resuJ. t in so!'le r:d.sr;i vine;s
to Jisti

chlis.

:1ly narrower

In corimuni t 7 for·,
and relatively

J9
nredictable.
of Scirnu s olneyi

The anpearance
Eleo c haris

Head ows mc1
.rks

Scattered

plants,

increase

in size

f... Gray (Olney' s ')ulrush)

the beginninr,s

reduced

in stature,

and density

in

of omereent - !".,'lrsh ve ro tation,
arc found

on the drier

as the readow waters

sites

but they

deerien.

uni ties
EJnerccnt - : :a:· ..,h Co:-:!~
At their
are

literall

plan ts
save

heic;ht

of seasonal

the marshes

y a sea of 1-ravin,r: ve ge tation.

and all

but obscure

the

exn osed plateaus

for

develonnent,

the

sir:ht

Tall

er:err:cnts

of water.

, stretch

at Fish Snrinr;s
dwarf

the smaller

Acres of '.'larsh , unbroken

across

the basin

floor

in luxuriant

ve r dan cy.
If

a sin ::le s nccics

marshes

would

it

l11arshcs with
uhicl.,

be Scir -;:
ms olnc-."i.

ran k rrowtl : .

cor:ununi ties

~· olncyi

The extensive

COI'L"1U.'1i
tie'.'.
o ~)t aininr;

found

f ri nr;es slou;:;hs
outl ines

viewed

from the air.

distrPmtion

of Scirnus

Stu dy ;)lots

an accurate

the larrer

r icture

tr.is

s p ora d ic :1.
lly

tall
are

vep:etation

:1atterns

of the

onen w;itcr , a nd

study
exposure.

of su ~stantial

no other
10 ).

r lots

is

taken

in
well

emer {;ont s ::,eci es are
Associated

und crstor ,y importance.

!Jistictlis

ike manzwr

due to edre

sites

the

T1
l :ices wo'.lld be r:iisloadinc

com.-,uni t y ( Tab le

while

arc

of ~· olne}"i d ominance;

of :>:
inor

cover

in a fence-]

of ~la t ea us,

exa "1ple,

tc1kcn at these

of t ho

olne-.ri t hrouch out the

are:'1.s of n.arsh shou that

and ~is tichlis,
only

for

s pecies

the drainage

Fi ure 9 shows a riosaic

of Dond s and slow:hs,

a1::)le to penetrate
Bcruh

also

all01-1s consi c.:era')le in .flux of ad jaccnt

The smallest

1·:ithin

It

o.s de scri nt ivc

E:cra.'1sos of this

wl-:en v iewed from a distance,

r;1eandcr in r wo.terway s .

area

were to he d esir:n ated

soecies,
1c r al:i is

soneu!-iat nor c p:::-eva l en t.

Figure 9.

Aerial view of marsh mosaic. Light areas are plateaus, dark spots are open water. Vegeta
tion is predominately Scirpus olneyi. Photo courtesy U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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Tahle

10.

Corrrrmnity characteristics
upon 7J rand onl y located
'.-J
il d life Refur:e, 1960

Co:-ir.unity
ScL ·pus olneyi

Scir. us acutus

Scir:.1ls

~ :11uc:1
osus

of emer -·ent-narsh
ver;etation
pl ots,
Fish Sprine;s national

S~ecies
Scirr,us olnc:;i
Disticr:lis
stricta
. crula erecta
·1.1tLv: riaritina

Jensi t-r n cr
S"'uarc foot

24. 5
6.4
O.J
(Observed

based

:cr centa -;e
frc~uency

100

2J
9
~ut not in nl ots)

Scirnus acutus
Scirnus "al u-:.:
osus
Sci:·nu::, olne :i

15.6

100

7 .3

25

l.j.

J7

3cir~us naludosus
Scir--. .1::>ol:-ieyi
::cir0uc ~cutus
::)isticUi::,
stricta
-i.-:och;-,ri::> roctc 1 lata

18 . J

1

rr,r,T°Y"l(13.
w~r·usti[oliri
:c:.~-...us o~ nc•-,-i
-, rar:" i tcs cor .:-:unis

.I-~

0.3

100
_50
11

0

6G

5 .J
P. .

(0".:lscrvcd :ut not in pl ots)
L~. 9

100

0.9
0.J

22
5
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This is especiilly
omnioresent

true

Distichlis

Small openings

but even in deeper water,

on matted Platforms

L. (saltwort).

olneyi

Scirpus

adaptation

~- :w.ericanus

species

no other

to represent

to the habitat

and/or

appears

complete

with patches
is locally

marsh soecies

of compara bl e

and competition

nature

commur1ity def inition

nonrestrictive

the inclusion

of ve r,etation.

of t hre e other

ver;e tational

of t he emerr;ent - marsh s tructure.

~y other

comoosi tion;

co~~uni-

to is sue cor~1unity status

at Fish Sprin,.s.
previously

The loose and

not er., however,

unimportance,

nern.its

uni ts in the analysi::; and descricBut any compari son of t hese units

with Scir :-'us o1neyi COJ71I'JU
nit ies should ~,e acknowledged by t heir
rel ative

Its

was not observed .

to the remainin ~ e~er ~ent- marsh vegetation

extent,

root s .

Per s . (shorerus~

c~osed stands

It oeco mes somet hin r; of a speculative

tion

olneyi

are sometimes blanketed

COIT1J'1unitiescontain

and are considered

rather

of~·

the

along some of the slou gh ed r,es.

i mportant

ties

survives

areas,

in the emerc;ent-narsh

of ~laUJC maritima

status

in shallow

and f ailure

they are in no way similar

snall

to exclude S . oln c'1i fron their

to the community form expressed

by

S . olne'ri.
Tynha an 1ustifolia

L. (narro wleaf

vere t at ion and a limited

cat tail)

number of other

predo minates

areas.

de nse but it does not form the lar ge COFmJU.'1
ities
The ~rnha characteristics

and do not represent

ditch

the li rr.itation

of Tvnha communities

to a oar ticular

stands

occur on hoth sloping

throur,hout

stan ds are often

often

found elsew here.

vegetat ion.

taken within
l'.o evidence

for

water deoth was foun d ;

marsh edges and in the dee per sloughs.

Small coP1:nunities of Scirpus
scattered

~

(Table 10) are based on plots

m;irs h habitats

t:1e ditch

the marshes.

'

acutus

;'.uhl . (tule)

Circular

ar e widely

stands , usuall y 10 feet

or

L~J
less

in dio..rnetcr,

':/hen found
a zone

to the wate r side
tenJ

:"lore suita i--le f'or
of deer - ·ater
0merrent

other

incidence

shor0lino
i--i tLin

the

e~err;ent

veretation

(Figure

soecies

and infer

th a t such

at

- r.1rsh

s~ecias.

Fish

~1ta

excolle?it

on the

f rcelv

.3. acutus

the

for

inv::ided

Stands

sites

;ire

The 1-ck
and

increased

loc:'ltions

.

nc1ludosus

A s i n gle

stand

of ctn isolated

~h1r.1ctcristi,~s
of this

'. els .

worthy

s lour,h

onl~r in d ividual

plants

r,ascd

on 0lots

comr:uni ty

(T.:itle

10) .

•r;,.s lc1c'.-:in~.

S,..,0cies

cli,inate

this

of

( . 'i ;'"11re 11).

;-.re thus

r resuma · l? ::ill

an·

:-3cir"us

c .1sc .

shoreline

, ho"lor-encit;·

the

occuries

porU ons of soric slour-:-l-:s would

S. :,al udo:, us oiscJ osed

stan'

10) .

for- ·:.

in ~;:ible 10 reflect

loc.,tions

wa s not

co:c;r.unity

usually

may be of i!1oort3.n c c to thi,

shallower

':Janks and shallm:

s in rula r occurrence

the

SnrinP;s

;-it the

nlants

con'11uni tie c .

LU::; soli tc-ry

site"

of other

habitats

for

marshes , ~ - acutus

situations.

of the

ex-:-'rcs::-ion o:' its

his

water

nortions

"true"

was found

search

and shallow

tre

( alkal i hu lrusr .) .

urwer

deep

other

or 1in2::·il ·.r nrovide

measurer·1ent

in toth

to excluJe

of other

':'he moist

r

present

in the decoer

loc;:ited

thus

are

whicn

in other
takc:1

::.ven .:i tLin
do inated

solitary

stan.3 v:ith

~assa~ e of ti~c.

Su'..,::crscr:

-:'he cle1r
bc n l'1th

V,eir

waters

vecetation

disccrnable

ha itat

treatr.ent

12).

Their

reveal

~·owever , only

and the

su':Jmersed

( r'i r;ure

o ; the r.arshes

surfac~s.

(·..ri!;-:conrr::iss)

Co:nr.uri ti

"S

an a b undance

two snccies

alr:i;ae , :h.1r.1 spp . (:-nuskr,rass)

within

the

se pa ration
cor1bination

as Ch.1ra - 1ur"'ia

rr.arshes .

These

and f'reel.:r
in tr.is

in followinro

inte

manner

of •lan t life

, 1tunria

pla n ts

dis c ussions

the

exhE ,i t no

rr.inc:;le with
led

r::..ri ti -:n L.

constitute

one another

to the i r sinr,ular
.

other

Figure 10.

...........

Small connnunities of Scirpus acutus (left) and 'fypha (right). �· acutus usually occupied the
zone to the water side of other emergent-marsh species but several exceptions made this
distinction unreliable. Vegetation to extreme left (background) is�- olneyi,

Figure 11.

Singular community of Scirpus paludosus on both sides of isolated slough. Dark line of vegeta
tion along slough edge is Juncus Border. Small patches of�· acutus occupy shallow slough
habitat to ri�ht and left-center (faint). Trees in distance are shown in more detail in
Figure 4. Note ancient lake shores marked on mountain side.

�

Figure 12.

Chara-Ruppia community in slough bottom. Water has receeded slightly (note gauge in slough
near clump at left-center) exposing submersed vegetation. Vegetation along banks is Scirpus
olneyi. Tall stand of Phragrnites rises behind 2· olneyi growth to right center of photo.
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It is unfortunate
snecies

as several

are necessary

for nositive
~

forms are transitorJ
persist

a century.

!Jo

areas

distri::iution

contain

rank stands

scattered

individuals

,lhere profuse,

of

Infre ~uent and

L. (bla dderw ort ) anJ

are also li mited to the spr in r-s and
algae are present

in Many of

!-,ut the.:, were neithe r collect ed nor iJe nti fied .

1..'ith the cominr, of sprin~

Observ atio ns

the vee etation

The sombre colors

res ponds in its

of winter's

as in e; radius

of wnr M water,

r; pror;ression

The contrast

of this

phenolo r ic~l observations

strikin

within

the r lant

annual cycle

dormancy are cradually

re nla ced with hues of creen in an ever-incre

cursory

Its

~:aias chokes water

(Fi e;ure 1J).

Filam entous

Phonolocical

of renewed crowth.

of soecies

to the deeper nortions

1

1

the marsh and sprin g areas

implications

cor:ununities of the onen marshes ,

of Ctr ic ulari a :uJ.....
aris

(Fi r:ure 14) .

cycle( s ) was

r research.

rr.;its of vc;;ctation

Ccr-,t c oh·,rllum deme:rsw'l L. (coontail)
nec:ir'J.'rdrainares

Some

of ~aia s marina L. (spin y na jad) .

the snrinn:s and imrnedi a te channels.
entangled

t ra its.

while others

study of Chara life

is irrec;ul ar and lar rely limited

oass:i;::e i:ith

Wood (1 950) has oointed

establishMent

thou rh the ecolo ~ical

to t he Chara - ~un,ia

by

Ooagonia characteristics

identification.

would have m.qde interestin

In addition

were not identified

shows extre mel y vari abl e ecolocical

at Fish Sprin~s

differences

snrinr

species

and vanish soon after

for over half

undertaken

Ch:1ra collections

forms May have been found.

the r enus

out that

that

f ror 1 the pools
was recor ded with

co~~unit ies of the

marshes .
Observation s are recorded
of initial

p;rowth,

e . 11.,

first

under two rnin headings

(Table 11):

appeara nce of green shoots,

date

and date of

Figure 1.3.

Beginnings of Najas marina blockage near South Spring outlet. Water passage became increasingly
hindered as these mats enlarged. Dark vegetation on horizon is Scirpus olneyi. Note water
clarity.

Figure 14.

South Spring. Clear water shows submersed vegetation of Ceratophyllum demersum, Utriculari.a
vulgaris, and Chara-Ruppia. Shrubby plants along spring edge are Tamarix (note flowers·on
individual in right-corn er at bottom).

Table 11.

Phenolo6ical observations of initial growtr and anthesis of selected olant species, Fish
Sprin1ss ! ational ·.-!ildlife Refuge, 1960

Species
AsceleEias soeciosa
C1 ara s r.
Jistichlis stricta
Eleocharis rostelhta
June us t..al ticus
r�a.jas marina
Phragmito:; cor-"':unis
2ur F ia l:'.ari ti. .a
Salicornia utahensis
Sci!""i)US ac..itus
Sci ')US anericanus
Scir12us olne·ri
Scirous palu losus
S2oro:::ioluf.i ai::-oiles
Ta�arix oer.tanJra
Triglochin rnariti;:.�
� an0..isti:olia

Jate of initial growth
11 :·o
�·/arr:i
r�.al 11
La- (Da·,s)

'o data
April 4
Apparently green all year
April 14
Anril 2
12
April 29
a
18
�:arch 27 April 14
Apparently green all year
April 14
Anril 2
12
Apparently green all year
April 15
a
April 12
a
A]ril 14
a
13
!larch 27 April 14
April 11
a
a
:r:ay 16
15
April 17
Anril 2
a
Aoril 29
17
;-�arch 31 April 17

---- 8ate of anthesis

Warm

J.:ay 11
.Jo data
�-� JO
a
April 29
r:o data
July 15
June 6C
a
a
a
April 29
a
a
fay 11
a
June 27

..

a = Ifot found near warm water or anparently not under influence of warn v,ater.
b = Sporanria present.
c = Seed present.

"�'ormal"

::ay 23
June 27b
June 10
Yay 11
ray 5
t:o data
Lo data
June 6
June 8
Lay 9
l·'.ay 4
::ay 5
;'ay 1
June 10
::ay 23
June 12
July 8

La, ( Ja�rs)

12

11

6

6
12
11
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anthesis,

e.f;.,

first

observed

sion into

classes

influence

of the warm sprine

buci or flower develonment.

of warm and "normal" was necessary

of marsh, not affected

water upon vernal

by the water temperature

de sienated

"nor: ·1al 11 for com:1arative purposes.

of course,

dependent

the study period.
dates

upon the weather

of annual plant

tional

response

to discount

activity

.

the

were

The data collecte d were,
which nrevailed

not be interpreted

but rather

sutdivi-

Outl:ring sections

of the sprines,

conditions

They should therefore

Further

as an indication

during

as fixed
of the vep,eta-

nhenolo p;y at Fish Sprin rs .
Halophytic

Salicornia
dates

or semi-halophytic

, Soorobolus,

somewhat later

noted similar

~'r,ha and
ment .

species,

and Tri-lochin

produced re productive

than nonhalophytes.

post ponement in seasonal

:'hrar;:-:ites,

nonhaloohytes,

Ja ta for Juncus response

~~ong them Jistichlis

cisti nction

The su bmersed

development

for salt-narsh

were also delayed

!J

•
..unr in,

This led to their

desi ~nation

and more intensive

observation

these

plants

normal

11

in Table 11 as ereen all
rrl.cht have disclosed

)otto m, as in many shallow

was found.

initial

development

periods

for Jistichlis,

do not exhi . it

warm or "nor rr,al

1

for initial

habitats

develo!'.'-

and t hus lack any

and !Ja.jas,

would have succumbed durine winter .

the la g periods
11

to

in floral

species.

in Table 11.

species,~.

from surface

at

by ·-order and :-:eadow forris a.nd '.JistichJis

discerna ble commencement of gr owth in either

freezes

structures

Penfound and Hathaway ( 19J8)

in any of the Complex communities were not separated
phenolocical

,

growth and that

that

11

year.

sites.
Further

where the water

sections

of the marshes,

Eo correlation

of anthesis

any

between

between warm and

,Juncus, for example, la gged 13 days in

but only 6 days betw een dates

of anthesis.

however, were in near agreement

The lag

(Table 11) .

The
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sketchy data perhaps accounts
the influence

for these inconsistencies.

of the warm spring wat er s hastened

Nevertheless,

plant

development in all

cases .
The phenolorical

11

normal

water temperatures.

in nonsaline
plants

the eene r al pattern

of plant

saJ.t - marsh envi ro nment with contrasting

in a warm spring
11

data represent

While no comparative

marshes are utilized,

generally

paraJ.leled

the later

that

response

data for areas of

data for si!'lilar

species

development of halophytic

in coastal. wetlands

(Penfound and Hathaway,

1938) .
Indications
Fish Springs
extending

of Communi
t;r '.3uccession

lies

in a reGion of halophytic

westward from Great

sive inland

drainage

conditions

follows

and adaptation

Salt

Lake.

elevation
belts

(Nelson,

to desert

The wetland habitat
of succession
upland areas
are clearly

with local

environments.

Soil salinity

decreases

nJ.ex is reached

(nowers,

at Fish Snrings

has altered

trends.

Junc us Dorders

designated

exten-

to saJ.ine
wastelands

such as Salicornia
with rises

in

changes in pr onounced

(Kearney et al. , 1914) until

the poin t of separation

of inland

in this

In the salt

of plants

The vecetation

vegetation

tolerance

the edaphic

1934).
the regional

pattern

Regional climax communities cover the

sur r oundi n~ the marshes but the Distichlis

Chapman (1960) similarly
vecetation

195.5).

declines

climax of Sarco batus-Atri

succession

a course of descendinr,

away from the lake basin.

as the salinity

and xeric

Plant

near the lake grow only t he nest haJ.ophytic
and Allenrolfea

and DevelopMent

between the desert
~istichlis

Complex communities
and marsh vegetation.

communities as terminal

xeric

salt - marshes.
are cl osely bound to sl ough shorelines

and are believed
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to be wholly dependent
placement.

upon the meanderings

There is little

evidence

for natural

these waterwa ys ; the "oxbow" conditions
streams

elsew here are absent.

invade the ?orders

discussed

Phragmites

role

in following

successional

·to establish

in the pattern

Junc'..ls a few feet

desert

to esta blish

by tono graphical

in these

Comolex ve~etation.
from the present

new Disti chlis

is sue;?ested that

features.

corr.rnunities

soil

retarded

Roots talks

within

and pannes .

sufficient

edge of the depressions

about
in

clwnos of
in dicated

of Jistichlis

t he

commonly

olants

are able

the T'.eadowinteriors.

Juncus ~·eadows are permanent communities,

It

li rr.ited to

communities only when the

become fil led.
thou gh man induced,

example of Juncus :.:eadow succession

was observed in a shallow slough purposely

drained

some time aP,o.

edGed with the abandoned dens and runs of muskrats,
with Juncus :,:eadow after

vegetation

is

edges , Juncus retreated

Isolated,

, and rive way to Distichlis

One further,

lined

unusual propa ~ative

the edges of Juncus '.".eadows, thoue;h few of these

into

slough,

its

winds have deposited

remnants of the former .Veadow ~undar y .

denressions

a new community .

is nor mally homoe;eneous but some clues of its

continual

favor of Distichlis

able to

of community development

confined

the perime ter of the Meadows to fill

denressions

slou ghs and

placement were noted in and near the dep ressions

~~ere stronr,

trail

by

of

sections.

Juncus Meadows are likewise
The Meadow ver,etation

changes in the course

is the only species

by Phrap;mites is enhanced

Its

for their

common to sluggish

with enough tenacity

However, succession
potentialities,

of the sloughs

drainage.

success f ully in vaded the site.

'

Later,

Jistichlis

The

had become
Comnlex

How the only evidence

Juncus occupancy are clumps of decayin g Juncus hummocks which

of
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"checkerboard"

the field

slou gh advanced

to '.)is tichlis

:foadow l'l.a,y possi~;l~,
due to its
Q!

the

lie

while

I3order or

other

eadow forr.,

is

is a hLfhl:r

a :::le.:!.'ini te se ral

!'h.!"af;r ites

stand

competitive

sta:-c,

-er,ardless

as one of the

in its

composition

in th e emergent-n
ma.!"sh ed[.;CS.

snecies

rh:..zorJcs.

t ha t Ju!1cus , in either

:-:iossessinr

:1 h racriitcs
d c·:elorm.ent

r rdric

treriendous

which has come about

also

are

re rrcsc nts

of nan:r ~a r shes

193'3).

(:/ ea\•er an1 Cler,ents,

i'b.us ;,

h·, ( a) invnsion

of

of su ccc ssio na l r ank , or ( h) th·i t ,:l,ic h has
steps

of ve:-etat ior.al

as usu all f dcfinec
and lies

cJe,relon-icn t fro m

, incluues

S-:,rin::-s, t he nre non Jeranc,3

above the wate r ta'.:;le did not ner;1it

a rsh vegetation,

but rather

choice

be accepted

.

of
If

as cormmni ties

hro.r-:"'· tes
so,

:'hragmite

Sp rin tp rer;resent

t.m.ia uc u.11its of ve,-et;i tio :· , not

of other

a l COlli..~
unities,

terrestri
habitat

the rw. ",or el'lcrr-ent

one s t e•) ririo r to the devel opment of

!;owever , at Fish

The re~ainin-

::iust therefore

com lete

salinity

Less con.peti ti vc corm uni ties

theoretical

sta;-;e.

cot'1I'luniti es on soils

and other

and soil

to climax.

:1eadow vee:eta tion.

sion

star,e

may be that

The reed-swann
snecies

ta ble d epth

indicate

stD.r;e in U:e ·rec,ctational

kn o·.m as t!1e recJ-swainr

ui onecr

re main in Jun cus

,,egetation.

success ~~ully in vade d :>y its

occurred

narticular

a rn;i._io
r mes ic stai::e bet wec:1 rurely

("rout h anu encroacr uncnt 'lroperties.

any seral

th;:i.t this

rle c ressions

in chan c es in ,:a ter

of Ju.'1cus conununities

!'r.r .1r;r;iitcs

often

The reason

draina~e.

servations

and xeric

of DistichJis.

restrictions

.

and only li ~i ted
Adanta tion

and ther e is no evi d ence for

its

th eir

of l'hra p-;iiites
i nclusion

of tr.e dry

esta:,--.lis!1rnent by i nva s conrnunities

at Fish

enc·J...rnoered by tr.e presence
in cis tri '.u tion

followin;-,; in-1:lsion
rc 'Jlacc:1ent

by soil

anpears

l::.r ot he r vcretation

.
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The esta tl ishment
successional

of :·J. eoch a ris

analysis

been found

on soil

of t his
types

knowledc;e a~)out its
(1950)

elsewhere

by ti aes , continued

dif ferent

that

y located

habitat

Deoc 1 .3.ris

.

occu: 'ie s a 7..0ne 1,etwcen

is

esYJecial

:1ontion .

1·1orsl: -:::-i
onocr

species

saline

are

its

le':els

h.,t i tat .

that

it

l rosence

is

not yet

widely

distri

ie t hat

as it

in tho nlant

flo oJinp

s pecial i 7..ed locale,

over all

:me cession

th a t the
ca:rnot

by other

are

of the

an cr,errc nt-

,,ersists

s;iecies

until

do .ln;-,te

f or ,cr

rrcsently

shallow

_;. ra2..uc:osus
S!"rinrs

ve-etation

.

':Jut
On t he

of ne. ·: S . ~,lu,'o::;~:.s co:-.."'luni-

at ::"~sh :-.;.rinr;s .

salt ·.' clr ylo.nd ar ea s with

tronJs

corr_""!unities at :'ish

'~uted w:..thin the mars:1es .

r:a" , 1_. n;1lu ,Josus

enine

cor:muni ties

us:.i.olly con::,:Ucl'cd

but surerseded

, in dicates

an interv

co~1run:..ty su.-r;es ts that

in extensive

0

to

"'alu . osus in corr.unit 'r f'o:r.1

raluJo:,us

relict

rrcse n Lly ha s l oen all

in foll m:i nr; sections

step

existea

Lill er

'>ef or e . even

a3

Hence , t!rnsc

anrJ/o r ot her salt - toler.1nt

of this

b::. ned .

is pres ent , ~lcccha ris

or their

hanc· , th i s sta nd :--:id:t ·,e the berinninn;

other
t ies

of S ir"us

n

1d.thout

(: olson , HSI+ a nd 1955) bu : o"ten

reducoci

n:.r
J..Yh;i 're ,it one tine

':,11en neat

i r.1port311c e to the

.;i .

1

Sprin,,..., 1~enerally

seouence

tut , :,ocause

occurrence

0'

zone and sub.iectcd

at Fish

1

extrerw l y sta ble anc.J of little

w:crrants

Vegetation

absent .

status

vec otatio

corr.r:unity

,Junc 1s and S . oln evi .

::ire of an interriCjio.te

·~he sinrular

mars h are~s . further

SaPlO

to .:;cir YJus olne'ri

'.'.one where peat

1-ro ,rth

of pe at , when dis place d and trans norted

to bea r t he

conditions

El eoch cJris

,~i rh t have be en

in a different

a .J,mcus -~order

folloFs

of other

status

:,locks

so rr.ewhat con f oun Js

Ead extensive

more ty pi cal

and ~r:ler

thou gh oresentl

soecies.

successional

found

ur,on ne.1t soils

waters

EviJcmr::c presen t ed

O"'in ion is more ::.laus i ·)le.

~:o roraded
Creation

::i.s a :-:ror:iner.t

of ne 1._r ha i tat

would un louctedly

result

by
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in expansion

of this

community though succession

to~·

olneyi

may rapidly

follow.
Elnerr,ent-marsh species
resnect

to their

nrevalent

zonation

are often

with water depth.

conceot in aquatic

control

of the communities,
11

shore outward.

soecific

species

limitations

succession

ecolof".Y is that
with these

nut conflictinr

for emergent-~arsh

regetation.

these

in

zoned in a simple sequence from

of Scirous

tolerances

to water depth

by Kadlec (1960).

in rer,ards

Thus the

distribution

and

linitations

of~·

The ~the greater
represent
habit

s~cessional

vegetation

olneyi

in many areas
in such places.

competition
acutus

acutus

roles

and shallow water together

of either~-

expression

the zonal features

about~·

left

emereent-Marsh

terminal

between or arr.ong them.

statements

marsh dominants

salinity

at Fish Sprinrs

communities from open water areas,

to their

emergent-marsh

of soil

olneyi

created

of water deoth \..'ere observed

~oth are considered

sional

water depth is orimarily

communities represent

emergent-marsh

ancustifolia

their

"A

of water depth upon emergent nlant

not possi ble to make definite

tions

in

Wells (1942) noted that

have been reported

While water depth likely

an d other

terminal

status

have not been resolved.

doubt that

effects

a successional

and overlapping

The overwhelMing occurrence
little

assirned

of these

no pronounced
Thus, it is

or Tynha

on the study area .•
and may represent
Possibly

the linita-

with the biological

are not favorable

for maximum

or Tyoha at Fish Springs.

Ruppia communities are the only submersed communities within
portion

of the study area.

the most hydric

stage

of succession

of becow~ng encrusted

importance

Because of this,

has been attached

they obviously

at Fish Springs.

with carbonate

Because of

compounds, some succes-

to the Characeae in the formation

of
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marl and fill in g in of ;iquatic
cautioned

that

environnents.

onl y a few s pecies

to -:,roduc e these

ha !Jitat

are able to accunulate

chanr;es.

An earlier

Ch:1ra !'lay occur "a':-·
ove , arii d ,

that

submersed species.

The shallow uaters

of a cyc lic

sufficient

at Fish Snrinp:s di ct ate that

pa ttern

of deve lo pment wit hin C:har a- Rurr'ia
in corresp.

f a 11 t o th e mars h b ott or:.

or le ss saline
salt

content

Laden with these
p
, , U£

'l l• ,1 ,

f avor i nr,

of t he water ar,ain ris es .
Hhen

The

Cha!"a

in anounts lar r e enou13h to appr ecia . ly decrease
incrustations,
II

awee t er

fl

the plan t s t hen

•t )
·.arc 1 ay , 21?.·2...:,.

( '

water than ':l:.:rra O:elson , 1955) , replaces

regroi ,:th of Chva .

).

in t he water

Accor dinr, to ~ourn I s observations,

of the wat er.

the salinity

Chara

t!-iis zone be shared with ~uT'ria.

cycle depe nds unon the arr.aunt of disso lve d soli J s present

a1'sor ' ·s diss olved solids

dep osits

study (\·!ood , 1950) renorted

comr:rnnit ies has 1.,een advanced >,y Bourn ( G. ·,.,r.:~arclay,

surro unding t he ver;eta tio n .

has

or he lo w" the zones occu r ied by ot her

be found in a sin r,le depth zone and that
Sone evidence

However , '..'ood (1950)

Cb1ra until

The cycle then repeats

present , '.~annichellia

o;:1lustris

the

wi tr. the

L. (horned rondweed)

and Pota .,o;;et on pecti n:itus L. ( sar:o pondweed) are incor por .tte d into

the

cycle betwe en the Chara and :--'.urpia stae;es.
It is doubtful
throur,hout

that

the s tudy area,

such a cycle of Chara - :1unnia development
thou~h in pond s se parated

of s . ring waters , this

influx

pattern

may occur.

obse r ved durin g the study ~eriod were confronted
saline

water fro m the sprin r,s .

the other
rule

rather

to warrant

their

Mei ther

se paration

t han t he excep t ion.

saline

water may provi de further

shi ps .

Certainly , identification

s pecies

nre vails

froM the consistent

Chara - ~u· r ia comrr.unities
wit h a continual

influx

show enough do,1inance over

and an inter mixed communit y is the

Future studies

of

in isolated

bodie s of

insi eh t upon Chara and Rupnia rel at ionof the Characeae by species

is required
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before

an interpretation

('1!oorl ,

1950).

In hydroseres,

of their

ecolory

can be adequately

or as more correctl y applied

undertaken

to Fish SprinGS, haloseres,

Weaver and Clements ( 1938) have designated

submerged (submersed of the

floatinc

sedge-meadow, and upland

present

writer),

vegetation,

usually

one of these,

leaf,

woodlands,

the floating

leaf

reed-swamp,
as stages
sta~e,

omission has been observed in other
that

reed-swamp vegetation
of floatine:

exclusion
lacking

are present

dominated southern

or of no consequence

salt

water habitats
plants

concept,

(b) Scirpus

to the

were either

at Ogden Bay (:lelson,

in the halosere

This

Penfound (1952) noted

Floating-leaved

to succession

stages

All but

at Fish Springs.

salt-marshes.

leaved species.

To swmnarize these

in marsh succession.

1954).

(a) Chara-Ruppia

cormnunities represent

the submersed stage,

olneyi

as reed-

swamp, (c) Eleocharis

as sedge-Meadow cor.ununities when peat was present

but more commonly seen as Juncus 'lorders

and :;eadows, o.nd (d) the upland

or xeric

Complex vegetation.

stage represented

One important
at Fish Springs

aspect

by Distichlis
of succession

became acutely

the stability

and static

nature

of Phraznites

and Scirpus

and development

apparent

during

the study period,

of the cormnunities.

paludosus,

evidence

of the ve i etation
namely

l·lith t he exceptions

for co!TlI'lunity sta bility

is

as follows:
(a) Ecotones are,
edges.

Active succession
(b) I!o pioneer

thinly

for the most part,

distributed

is indicated

successional

by broader

communities are present.
within

other

could have only been the result
prior

sharply

stage.

defined
transition

AnnU2.l vegetation

communitie s , if at all
of local

by knifelike

disturbances

present,

zones.
is so
that

they

and not remnants of a
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(c) The few species
reached a level

1,,.,rithineach cormnunity s~eested

of sta bility

favora ble to the connunity

( J ) lfany of the physical

arc absent

influences

at Fish Sprinrs.

effects,

siltinf,

erosion,

or influx

and water quality

that

that

characterized
plants

this

connunities.
Sprines

olneyi.

olne;ri. so dominates

succeedin e section,

for further

old marshes

of time.

He

to expand into dominating

the rreater

portion

of the ?ish

expansion of other

is unlikel y .

(f) The treatment

concluded that

Nelson

as forrun ~ dense sods which crowd out other marsh

marshes t hat , in li ght of the above observ ations,

narsh vep;etation

tidal

from draina fc ,

oln eyi indicated

for mation takes nany years

Scirrus

in Marshes

species,

Regarding this

growing condit ions for s ome period

plant

and t ha t this

succession

changes resulting

the pred ominance of Scirpus

have had stabilized

dominant.

water from nearby streams.

(e) The dominanc e of Scirpus
(1955) stated

affecting

each zone had

Among these are large water fluctuations,

flooding,
of fresh

that

of soil

salt

sta bility

but where such conditions

will

be found in a

prevail,

Chapman (1960 ) has

each community zone is an edaphic climax with little

development.

desi r,nate terminal

plant

He proposed the term sercclimax
zones in these

circumstances.

be used to

chance
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THE SOIL FACTOR
The soil

stratum

is t..e

contains

r.iany of the f a ctors

addition

to t h e mec l.aniccl

Physi cal

and c henica.l

only

to certain

soil

factors

asse:-:-ibly point
which deterr,ine

function

attrib

of a soil

utes

studied

Excess

solu ble salts

development

in three

accu.."lulation

s~Ji

in the

irays

salts

in

to pre vent

it

believe

detri:~ental

that

factor

r.er ninatio

the

soil

s i nilar

excessive

percenta

' ution.

In

riediur , the
suitable

deal

uith

at / ish Srrin c:s and with

the

their

soil

os n otic

salt

uptake

effects

to ve ~etation

in saline

•)s for

tolerance

and

the

of nn essential

to xi c effects.

r:rowtli .

Secondl y ,

increase

the os notic

Finall .'•,

1.

combin- -

i'a;:,n
.-,ard and :·:aJleir;h

salts

are

the ~ost

areas.
areas

( 1?52) while
eiF;ht species

of salts

•ro,rth
Fi rst,

a1_sor ~tion

:YJ a plant .

of solu~le

s.,eci c s in saline

concentrations

nlant

1958) .

direct

i'lay lirr.i t r,lant

rclationshi

Ges but that

ri.edia nay limit

sol u tio n may sufficiently

ad eq uate water

n of cron

'1i t,-;

by their

A:rers and Hayward (19 4-8) Jnd Ayers

that

and

a ha,it::i.t

may offer

nay d oc:-e a se the

~ro,rth

ti on of the a hove f a ctors

stu d ied

a istri

an anchorarre

( :aywa::-d an d nc rnstcin,

of s peci f ic ions

nutri ent or nay inhi

(1949)

life

T}1e follm :in,:.- s:cctions

on the salt - arshes

Soil

~ra :li ent

r,lant

rlant

u~on the ve~etation.

in plications

excessive

nost

of supplyine

C:0!1Inunities .

plant

for

;,a rkedly

has ::icon in :cs ti ';a tcd by
1

the writer

(un riu-:-,
lished)

of ;:rasses.

'they found

reduced

durin ~ 0 ermination

r:;errinat ion
could

not b e
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correlated

with tolerances

Plant

responses

durin ~ later

to soil

salinity

sta ~es of plant

were st udied by Schofiel d (1942).

A summary of his findin i;s for ar;ricultural

cro os is presented

to t hrive uhen a 1 :5 soil

Crops e;enerall y failed

of O. 90 rnillimhos was exceeded and survival

Ta~le 12.

develo oment.

sus pension conductivity

was li,"Tlited at 1. 68 nillblhos.

Conductivity ran ges and plant r es nonses based unon t he
data of Schofield (1942) for ar,r icultural
cro ps
1 :5 soil sus pension
conducti vi ties F,illi ~hos

?lant res ponse
All cro ns thri ve.
Jalt in j ur y .

No evi dence of

0. 00- 0.49

Sensiti ve cro ps do not t hriv e .
':'olerant cro ps may do well.

0.50- 0.90

Crop growth rest r icted.
usuall y poor.

o. 91-1.

Only a few species

Yiel ds

dealin g with

of conductivity

wei ~ht basis

68

1. r;9_

survi ve .

I:ost literature
milliI'lhos

in Table 12.

salinit

y stu dies present

based upon saturat i on extracts

da t a i n
or upon the

of parts

per million

or percent .

met '.1od ha s been cited

by Richards

(1954) .1s the best manne r of nredictin ~

th e ef fects

of salt

concentrations

upon plant

t he expense of dete r minin ~ conducti vities

( 19.54) at Or:den r.ay and the present
soL

suspension

linear
yielded

relationshi

writer

The s~tur ation extract

~rowt h .

fro r1 saturation

However, beca use of
ext r acts , Nelson

at n sh Sririn rs emolo yed a 1 :5

techni que for the hundre ds of samples ~malyzed.
p exists

condu ctivities

between the two n:et hods; saturation

on the avera ge 8 . 9 tines

A close
extracts

lar ger than the 1:5 soil
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suspension
soil

data

at Fish Springs was determined

may be approxir'lated
tivities

by takin g three

and exnressing

vity reading
soil

1954). Calculation

(Helson,

t he results

of 10 millimhos

sample.

or per centa ee salt

studies

(Table 13), when segregated

Table 13.

in air dry

by the formulae of Richards

(1954) and

of the 1:5 suspension

tenths

Thus a 1:5 conducti-

is about eoual to 3 percent
are ~raphically

usin g either

concluc-

salt

in an air dry

shown in Fir,ure 15 for

the saturation

extract

method

in an air dry sample.

The mean conductivities

show the effect

salt

as a percentace.

These relationships

comparison with other

of percentage

of inundation

of soil
into

samples collected

classes

at Fish Springs

of emersed and subMersed soils,

upon the salt

content

of marsh soils.

Mean conductivities
in mil]mhos from 1 :5 soil sus~ensions
Sample size
three depths of emersed or submersed soils.

for

in parenthesis

Soil depth
(inche;)

0- 6
7-12
1J-24

Differen ces in salt
times greater

All sa1'1ples

5,41 (103)
1. 68 ( 103)
0.96 (103)

2.88 (250)
1.26 (250)
0.87 (250)

content

13-24 inches,

for the classified

data are about four

in the upper 6 inches

for the 6-12 inch sampling level.
shows only small di~ferences

Comparisons between the conductivities
with those of the classified
conductivities

1.11 (147)
0.97 (147)
0.80 (147)

in favor of the emersed soils

about twice as great
sampled,

Classification
Submersed
Eriersed

at each level

The lowest level

in salt
'

~

for all

data show the emersed soils

while lower values

and

content.
samples

to have hieher

are found for submersed soils.
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10 .0

5 .0

...,
.....
(IJ

~

;::J

1.0

!1 % · 10,000

PP ~

10.0

50.0

0 .5

/

0.1

0.5
1:5

Figure 15.

Soil

1.0

Suspension

5.0

Conductivities

100 .0

- Millimhos

Linear relationship
of 1:5 soil suspension conductivities
to saturation
extract conductivities
and percenta ge soluble
salt in air dry soil.
The broken line shows that 5 millimhos
of conductivity
from a 1:5 soil suspension equals 1:5 percent
salt and 44.5 saturation
extract millimhos.
Inset shows
conversion of percent to parts per million.
Data compiled
from Nelson (1954) and Richards (1954).
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Testinr, by analysis
of soil

depth and inundation

Fish Sprincs.
criteria.
yields

of variance

a stron g test

Table iii-.

upon the salt

Very sir;nificant

In addition,

(Table

14) reveals
content

the sicnificance

of the l"larsh soils

at

"F" values are obtained for each of these

the interaction

be tween depth and water coverage

of si~nificance.

Analysis of variance of 1 :5 soil susnension conductivities
study the effects and interaction
of soil depth and water
Analysis based upon 750 soil
coverar:e upon soil saJinity.
sa111ples.

to

Deerees of
freed or::

SW'1 of
SCU:1"'8S

::ean
sr,uare

"} "

retween er.iersed and su bmersed
soil samples

1

540.02

5L1-0
. 08

142.J5a

Setween soil

2

562 .44

234.22

74 . ')la

2

611. 72

305.86

80 . 61a

Source of ,.,ariation

depths

Inter;iction
Residual

744

2822.72

Total

749

4542.96

al:.irhly

sir,nificant

The salinity
emersed soils
soil.

at the . 01 confidence

differences

concentrations
such as these

of salt

soil.

of sir:nle

of soil

dilution

wi t hin the soil

nrofile.

deterr1.ines

i~ nce the presence
the strength

and

an<i "·ashing of the

Hater from emcrsed soils

are not found in submersed soils

by the water above then.
above a soil

le,:el.

shown in Table 1u. between inundated

nay be the result

Evanorati onal losses

J.79

leave

Stronc conc entrations
:>ecause of their

dilutio

n

or a senco of permanent wate r

of t he saline

0

conditions

uithin

the
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Salinity

differences

in different

follows:

Final

passa;,;e of soil

the soil

surface

and therefore

salt.

at subsequently
of soil

gradient
surface

leaves

salt

or salt

the atmosphere
point

the lar •;est

water takes

from the soil

profile

upon soil

':Jhere the water

readily

place at

amounts of

;1lace in lesser

surface.

is accordincly

table

deposited

little

interaction

s.'.llt content

A decreasinc

established

between soil

may be accounted

is near the soil

at the surface

the 2_ri.ount of surface

fror.i

is more than J or

L~ feet

favor

fron the soil

evanoration

deep.

on or near the surface.

surface

Kearney (1911)

A reduction

below the soil

content

i-:ater table

of a soil

surface.

there

that

onditions

also fa·.ror the acctl!•,ul;:it ion of salt

of ''alkali

11

content

in Great :!Jasin

to the denth of the

These findings

S.'.1.r.!plc
is relative

in at tachinr;

arises

indicate

that

the

to J,oth the !)resence of the

specific

ecolor,ical
to 0lant

to a soil

depth at which salinity

becomes criticnl

ar bitrary

sampling depths

study offered

for understandin

~ the scllt profile

however , that

w~ich largely

of this

salt

should therefore

have sor-1e ecolo"'ical

li.fe.

The
means

It is at once

at the soil

The saline

iJ,1portance

only a mechanical

at ~ish Sprincs .

concentrations

inhi bit ge:r'.".:ination.

is

which

and d er,th from which the sD.Illplc is taken.

Some difficulty

apparent,

out that

where the water table

stated

was found by Flowers (19JI+) to be proportional

water table

are

Low w:-tter t1.blcs reduce

Kram111er( 1949) pointed

surface

levels.

the diss ol ved salts

by evaporation.

deposition.

depth and water

for 8:J water table

surface,

r.ovement of water to the soil

capillary

sar:ples

takes

to substrata.

coveraee

salt

into

at this

lower depths

The hir;hly sir,nificant

soils

moisture

depths may be explained. as

of scllt from the soil

The separation

anounts

soil

conditions

surface

are those

of surface

bearinc; upon community
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distri

bution.

dependent

Those plants

upon surface

be limited

which reproduce

conditions

in distribution

While data

the primary

occurring

in their

Aside from physically

of roots

need not be

purposes

but may well

root zones.

root depth were not obtained

may be made.

function

for reproductive

by salt

regarding

some deductions

vegetatively

at Fish Springs,

supporting

is to absorb nutrients

a plant,

and moisture

from

the soil

solution.

Because the water

ta ble in any marsh is shallow

exposed,

it

that

are not of necessity

follows

Chapman (1940a)

observed

that

were J to 9 inches

species
that

marsh plants

deep root penetration

while
suited

to plant

life

It therefore
taken

dee ply rooted.

for eastern

surface.

tidal

marsh

Krammer (1949) noted

does not occur where shallow water ta bles
that

only the upper 6 or 8 inches

where heavy soils

seems j ustifiable

at (a) the soil

of the soil

below the soil

(1947) stated

Russell

the bulk of roots

or

surface

of soil

is

are found.

to assume that

salinity

and (b ) at some point

profil e are of especial

exist

within

ecolo e;ical merit

determinations
the first

foot

to col'lillunity zonation

at Fish Springs.
Community tolerances
The effects
However,
for

of individual

the overall

effects

equal concentrations

in plant

upon plants

of excessive

of different

growth ( Dau berunire,

shown in Table

salts

1959).

salts

salinity

are not necessarily

dual species

b ut represent

relative

are lare;ely

may yield

studied

maximal or minimal tolerances
salinity

osmotic,

equal reductions

1-~ean concentr at ions of soil

15 for each of the plant communities

These values

are many and vary in degree.

differences

salts

are

at Fish Sprinr,s.
of indivi-

between the

communities.
Distichlis

communities

are the most tolerant

to saline

habitats

among
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:'-ean conductivities
in milli:::hos fror-i ~ :5 soil susrensions
four emcrsed and six submersed-soil
marsh communities

15.

Ta',le

Soil

Community

Jistichlis
Complex
.Juncus Border
Ju ncus 1-~eadow
Phra!""7.ites

depth

~inches2

0-11

7-12

6.96

Ehersed soils
1. 92

2.7'3
4.23
2 . 92

0.92
1.69
1.50

13- 24

Submersed
:icirpus olneyi
3cir~us paludosus
-.icir.~'..ls acutu:::
El eocharL
Meadow
·nha
Chara-~.urnia

1. JO
0.75
0.80
1.64
0. 'iL}

.' 1

the four
often

emersed-soil

seen with

encrusted

ance of 0istichlis

6) often

( . igure
Statistical
trial

layers

noted

co:nrarisons

sir,ni!icant

between

con.'Tlunities

diffe r ence is

concentrations

ties

occurs

at the

and Juncus
between

the

interest

.

at tne

Juncus

between
second

(Table

two Juncus

level

surfaces

soil

salt

salt

and both

are

While , as implied , the

salt

The hirh

A less

toler-

terres-

are hiGhly
and Juncus

sirnificant

Sir-nificance

Juncus

between

'order

conrnuni-

d ep-ree at the

third.

Meadows, Phragr .itec-,

of Phravmites
tol e rance

tw o communities

four

Phra '"7litcs

and to a lesser

The interjection
in r elative

are

comr.:unities.

differences

Complex and Juncus

tolerance

.

each of the

of samplin::--.

level

Distichlis

e:nersed-soil

:'ieadow communities.

sampling

r,roups

o. 72

bearinc

means for

Jistichlis

15).

0.1+8
1. 12
0.60

in the P!arked seoarations

and other

complexes

upper

in cornnunity

~orders

is reflected

16 ) show tnat
0istichlis

shown for

salt

Folloidng

the

Soils

at their

of con Ju ctivity

(Ta ble

1. 04

0 .21

0.9h

of salt

oe tween these

soils

0.75

ex.mined.

Complexes to salt

communities

:Jorder

communities

1. 01
0.70
0,99
1. 02

1.16
0,40
0.62
1.28

o.n

for

c onsist

communities

is of particul~r
of the

same

Table 16.

Comparison of mean salinity
values fron Table 15 for plant communities studied at Fish
significance
above .50
Springs.
Values shown are the hir,hest level of statistical
confidence level as determined by 11t 11 test.
Calculated 11t 11 values appear in parenthesis.
Salinity values for Chara-Runpia communities not compared
ty
Com.'nuni
compared

Conununity

D.:!<'
. at each
soil denth

0- 6

Soil depth {inches2
13-14
7-12

&nersed soils
Complex Juncus Border
Jun cus Meadow
Phraf,!Tlj._te~

73
70
74

.01(2.860)b
.20( 1.571 \
. 01(2 . 865)

. 05(2 .538)a
-( 0 .521)
-( 0.347)

. 20( 1. 504)
-( 0.0 87)
- (0.050)

Juncus Border

Juncus l·:eado1v
Phrami._~s

25
29

.05(2.242)a
-( 0 .237)

. 01(J .13o) b
.05( 2 . 636 )a

. 05(2.230)a
. 05(2.5oo)a

Juncus Meadow

Phr af"'!'lites

26

. 10(1.741)

.50( 0 .778)

Distichlis

-( 0 .2J6)

Subnersed soils
Scirnus

olnen

Scirous paludosus
Scirt'us acutus
Typha
:::J.eocharis Eeadow

51
52
61
65

• 01(3. 107) ~
. 01(2.840)b
. 01(3. 943)
.05(2.377)a

. 01 (3 . 584) b
.05(2.660)a
. 05(2.356)a
.50(0.800)

.01(3.143)b
.05( 2 .1 87 )a
.05(2.156)a
-(0.441)

Scir~us

palud~ ~~u~

Scin,us acutus
'I"rnha
Eleocharis t·'.eadow

21
JO
J4

-( 0.373)
-( 0 .070)
.01( 4.917)b

.10(1.732)
.10(1. 8 13),
0
. Ol(t), 432 )

.10(1. 914)
.05(2.349)~
.01( 7 .109)

Scirnus

acutus

Typha
Eleocharis

31
Meadow

35

.50( 0 .382) b
.10( 4 .590)

. 50( 0 . 687\
.10(4.817)

-( 0. 677)
.01(4.5J9)b

Sleocharis

:ieadow

44

.01(5. 882)b

. 01(J.509) b

.01(J.82J)b

Typha
aSignificant

bHighly significant

°'
()'.)
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dominant,

Juncus balticus,

in respect

they occupy completely

Meadows occur in numerous depressions

reported

between the mean soil
in Table 15,

mean conductivity

The strength

readings

in the mean conductivity
to soil

salinity

ereater

alone.

salinity

at the surface

differences

do occur,

Phracmites
reflects

stand

levels,

successfull

of Phragmites

and that

in this

of Juncus

that

confidence
comparison,

of

to soil

Significant

Such domination

to invade other terrestrial

here salt

invasion

•

Fi gure 7 shows a

conditions,

take place in the depressions

The somewhat lower-than-standard

Phragmites

depths.

has a

or factors,

y crowding out a Juncus ~order.

nature

exceed Phragrn.ites tolerance

difference

the distribution

however, at lower soil

and Juncus Meadows suggests

si gnificant

J. balticus

community differences

communities of equal or near equal saline

successfully

that

when compared to Juncus Borders.

the competitive

Phragmites

The range and stronr,

upon a factor,

to show si f,ni.ficant

sampling depths;

of the two Juncus communities

and therefore

is ~pendent

fails

Large

for these communities are

data suggest

corrnnunities at Fish Sprin~s
than salt

plains.

found at all

by high confidence

differences

Phracmites

niches

of these data for Juncus is supported

between the soils

delineated

influence

content

differences

are sharply

wide tolerance

in the Distichlis

salt

sienificant

in the statistically

ecological

The Borders follow the slough banks while the

to zonation.

differences

different

by this

Comparisons between
conditions

truly

grass would not

occupied by Juncus Meadows,
level

of .1 0, accepted

is bolstered

as a

by the lack of

as a sampled member of the Juncus Meadow communities (Table 8),

Mean conductivity
submersed-soil

readinr,s

and their

communities also appear,

The submersed-soil

statistical

respectively,

communities which exhibit

comparisons
in Tables

the highest

tolerance

for

15 and 16 .
to soil

'/0

salinity

at all

sampled soil

dence of Eleocharis
values

depths

Soil salinity

is often

th eir low topoGraphy and poor draina~e
where soil

texture

or elevations

does the ve eetation
statistical
from all

other

sharply

which separate

communities

of submerse d-soil

As noted previousl.r,

stands.

submersed and are therefore
of surface

salt.

communities

This condition

olneyi

occu py the creater

more saline
Testing

r ortion

El.eocharis

Veadow

lies

of these

in the

:1eadow soils

Lack of si~nificance
with Scirpus

olneyi

at Fish Sprin cs are actually

to the evaporational

was not noted for the other

semi-

concentrations
subr1ersed-soil

tolerance.

salinity

values

averat;es,

the soils

sai:1rled

hearin r, ~· olnPyi are

c:ata :reveal s stronr: sirnificant
corununities.

submersed-soil

are s hoi,m for 1_.

submersed soils

than thos e fo und throu ghout the remainder

of other

These stands

of the marshes and are consi de re d to be the

1:icrher mean soil

Based on these

t he ~· olneyi

content

substantiation

habitats.

communities than for fre averap;es of all

(Ta:)l e 1J).

because of

an Eleocharis

content

communit ies follow in salt

dorrl.nant marsh type.

salt

subjected

for the

1950). Only

and ~ichards,

in coriparison

neat soils

accounts

present.

Scirpus

olne·ri

Further

The high inci-

in peat areas

ch.:mr;e within

the mean salt

is found only at the two lower levels

~robably

excessive
(Camnbell

apprecia bly differ.

tests

t'.eadows.

unon peat soils

establishment

recorded.

are Eleocharis

of the r~ rshes.
differ ences from the

The exception

of

Meadows has been discussed.

Cormnunities of Scirpus

acutus ,

2·

oalud osu s , and~

follow

in

,,'

that

order to salt

Subsequently
slightly

tolerance

as sho,m in the surface

lower samples demonstrated

greater

saline

in COT'l!llunitytolerance

conditions

that

and that~·

at the lowermost level.

salinity

data.

Typha communities tolerate
acutus

replaces~·

paludosus

The close aeree ment of the
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mean conductivity
statistical

determinations

for these

in Table 16.

analyses

communities

Few tests

is reflected

of noteworthy

in the

significance

are

found .
I

The noted lack
Scir"us

of sifr,!lificant

;:icutus , ~ · raludosu!:' , and~

Their distribution
conparison
widely

~~th tho other

few areas .

.1

di ;itely

dictate
soil

this

snotty

snlinity

While the salt

field

toler,nce

I·

influences

of soiJ. salinity.

of

dab

for

I·

of its

l :.tifoli

Laboratory

,cutus
s0lt

was also
conditions
that

sennr,tion

of these

and

A genetic

at Fish Snrings

a reported

does

by Nelson

resec1rch with supportine

1959) revealed

(>'.cMillian,

I,

anrustifolia

"inter!T'ediate"

to occupy a zone of soil
nrogenitors,

ev,luated

to Mention th ~t

conditions

of these

I , l1tifolia

it

mrtrshes

in varyin ~ deF"rees of success ,

snecies,

salini t ~, midway
that

nrevailed

Suffice

th;it

were due to the

The possibility

if suitable

on many brackish

,

should be given to the c11-,senceof

would occur at Fish Sorines
here.

J

for Typha anp-ustifo]i~

latifolia

was observed

be tween the tolerance

of

in the ecolorical

of 'I'vnh.<icorununities

features

r;l:rnca Godr.,

to the

are found among or irnme-

The ch.1nce that

( 1959), some re~ard

zonationPl

I·

is limited

is somewhat more extensive

Incidence

factor

from tho study area.

obsorv0tions

of S . 1.cutus are

from one another.

not exceed the corresrondinF"

( 19511) or vcr:.illi1.n

in

is small ;rnd led to the conclusion

is not a critical

emer "'ent ol ant types

I, l~tifolia

of S. ,cutus

study plots.

distribution

between

is not unduly surprisinP'

Patches

distribution

to TyY;h:1communities.
naludosus

content

marshes is of a minor nature
studied,

~

slough.

salt

while ~· p.,ludosus

Often small stands

adjacent

found in the~·

communities

and never extensive

of a sinple

in soil

communities

in the Fish Snrinr,s

separ2ted

shoreline
in

dif f erences

I,

latifolia

cannot be

has been found
Cne is the r efore

.
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compelled to explain
limiting

factor,

the absence of this

soil

species

in terms of an acknowledeed

salinity.

Based on r:cYJ.llan 's ( 1959) determinations,
marsh soils

tion for this

or growth of~

species,

latifolia.

of a 4-year

and Hathaway (1 938 ) also noticed
salt-affected

soils.
of!,

introduction

latifolia

T. latifolia

study period

a definite

either
seed produc-

propagules

on saline

to imagine that

at Fish Springs

soils.

factor

were

Penfound
in

the natural

could have been affected

and led to the cautious

of the study area were an inhibitive

of the

postponement of anthesis

It becomes plausible

the above situations

He found that

however, was affected.

produced in only 2 years

content

is not in the range found to affect

at Fish Springs

seed ger rcination

the salt

conclusion

that

by

the saline

soils

in the esta bli shment of t his

species.
Stati stical

comparisons

feas i ble for the followinG
communities of sufficient
comparisons
little

reasons:
extent

consequence,

as do emere;ent species
submersed-soil

were collected,

(a) these

(b ) they often

samples regardless

(Table 15) were found to approximate

quantitative

ecolo ~ical

types would be of

occur on the same soil

sites
common

of the community where t r.e samples

tendencies

was borne out when the mean cond ucti vi ties

The omnipresence

saPJplin ~ and

and would thus exhi bit many of the attributes

and (c) no zonational

submersed soil

to warrant

of nonsubmersed plant

ences are shown among the components of these

for all

data were not

are the only su hmersed

and distribution

of these data with that

ecological

to all

for the Chara-?.uppia salinity

or distributional

communities.

for Chara-:luppia

the conductivities

prefe r -

Reason b , above ,
CO!ll,
'Tlun
i ties

shown in Table 13

samples.
of Chara-~uppia
relationship

throu Ghout the marshes precludes
with soil

salinity

a

based on compar ative
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data.

Soil

salinity

esta bl ishnent

of these

are not dependent
nlants

of the marsh bottoms,

and that

plants

upon substrate

d emerswn and Utricularia
oria

submersed

is esp e cially
species

conditions

dominance by another

vulrraris,

allow little

soil

salt

the

Chara spp.

conditions

form of community .

the potential

:ave for the

unbroken carpets
establishment

infer

favora ble to Chara - ~~upnia and that

high

of ~eratoohyllun1

the dense and often

These ohservations

nrohi' it

dictates

in the same res pec t as other

chance for the successful

communities.

adjitionally

seemingly

(1 940) obs erved that

11tion of ' 1;i. i1s 111arina and scatterings

minor distrL

other

Jensen

~unryia MaritiMa can withstand

enouryh to prevent

of ~-1u

only.

however,

that

soil

of

salinity

the oreoonderance

advancement

bv other

of these
submersed

communities.
an J lonf, tcr: " chanres

Seasonal

l"'any studies

conducted

to varv throurrhout
fluctuations

of l\eith

d ra.niatic d ieoff
during

continued

losses.

that

~elson

195" , and 1961).

•,rithin

Adjacent

plants

were replaced

Shoreline

communities

by '.Jistichlis

for example ,

of salt

derr,onstated
salinity

years

soil

so increased

salt

chanr.es .
deposi-

in su rroun ding nr,drie

of Hordeum jubatum L. (foxtail
when pothole

O. J

of the sane species
by similar

communities

a

increased

Tyoha was affected

major community changes were enforced

grasslands.

table

at the same sal'lnlinp;

studies

a Juncus community when soil

~r owth in normal fashion.

content

can ~e fou..r1din the invP-stirrations

His earlier

the gro wing season.

with water

(1954),

sixfold

salt

sumJ11er. The importance

and lonr: ter"',

The imooundment of water for several
tion

have shown soil

Chanp;es corresponded

spri'1rr ;:i.ndlate

:JOth seasonal
(1955,

areas

mensurerr.ents to increase

between early

rlyna:r.ics,

nercent

the year.

anJ evan orational

found conductivity
station

on saline

waters

barley)

were r aised
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and st:ihilized.
The stabilitv
by resampling

of soil

saJ.t concentrations

;'v;ean conductL-i ties

sampled show little

differences

and Aup;ust samplin~ periods
to 2.23 millimhos

S0!'1ewhat inconsistent
of samnling
Springs

.ish

(Table

salt

with the other
error.

'!a:riation

the survival

exceeded.

any appreciab]e

of soil

o.f nlants

Some defree

of salt
salt

that

the soil

salt

durin~

at
eriods

within

a community if salt

of estahlishment

annuals

and terminate

serial

There is no reason

situations

take place

been acknowledred
condition

at Fish Sprinrs.

as nonexistent.

of lonr

term salinity

may be offered.

chanP"es on inland
of water table

"desert"

halophytes

chanp;es would result

in si1:.ilar

v."ith establishment

Seasonal

that

of adaptive

either

variation

of these

has rllready

on marsh vegetation

due to

and none were accordinr,lv

observed.

chanp;es, if present , would not have been

in the scope of present

matter

rioneer

to believe

Affects

could not have occurred

toler;:;.nces were

'r:y late-starting

inv;:ision of tolerant
comr.unities.

upon the ecolop;y at

durinf" the p;rowin~ se;:i.son would

lonP- ter:-ri salt

tion

amounted

for a net change

fluctuation

stability

:ffeas.

tr.is

decreases

and are ;:i.ssumed to 1-)ethe

indicate

min:ht occur in these

detected

salinity

statistics

These results

is not under~oinr

Fish Sprinrs.

Results

thus

between the April

1.96 millimhos

totaled

samples had

The C-6 inch data for the Juncus community seem

There are some implications

this

initial

communities

content

Total

17).

was examined

r,:rowth.

of plant

limit

for the plant

in soil

while increases

of only 0.27 millimhos.

result

some 5 months after

two of the transects

been collected.

at Fish Sprines

Sorie insiP;ht,

ohservations.

Ch2.pman' s ( 1960) thouvhts
mar shes have already

depth would be necessary

however, on

on vegetational

been expressed.

Altera-

for rironounced and lonp; term
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Table 17.

Fluctuations
of mean soil salinity
with chan ges in ti~e as
determined bv increases or decreases in conductivities
of
1 : 5 soil suspensions from Transects
umbers 1 and 2, Aoril
and August, 1960. All fi r ures are millimhos of conductivity
based on JOO soil samoles

Soil deoth
(inches)

Community
Distichlis

Comoex

Junc us Border

Scir nus ~alud osus

Cr.ara - t"tupf.'ia

J\ur,ust

0-6
7-12
lJ- 24

6.?J
2.39

o..gs

6.66
2.10
0.62

0-6

1.4J
0.56
0.26

2.56
0. 8J
0 . 6J

7-12
lJ-24

J . 80
1. 95
1. JS

J.60
1. 61
1.20

0- 6
7-1 2
lJ - 24

0.57
0 ,45
0.20

0.75
0 .4 0
0 .21

0-6
7-12
1J- 24

1. 15
0. 82
o. ~1

0. 65

7-1 2
l J -24
Phr afj!'"ites

April

0-6

Increase

Decrease

0,07
o . 2q
0 .2 6
1. lJ
0,27
0.J 7
0.20
0. '34

o. 1 )
0.18
0. 05

0 . 01

0 .71

0. 44
0.17
0.2]
2 .2 J

0.5 8
Tot als

1.96
Net difference

0.27
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salinity

chanr:es,

consistent

either

increases

or decreases,

flow of water from the springs

nent chanres

to occur.

allows little

to be found in the marsh water tables

It is concluded
at Fish Snrings

that

the influences

arc of a fixed

nature,

maximun and :ninimurr, and that

of soil

rresently

of seasonal

The steady and

chance for perma-

at Fish Sprinr,s.
salt

upon the veGetation

expressin c both its

and lon~ term salt

variati.on

need not he considered.
Aspects of nlant

corpetition

~he co~oosition
veeetational

of a nlant

structure

community makes it

and it is under separate

(1953) recognized

the co:nmunity flourishes.

tion

of an or r:anic community was f_';reatly affected

Springs

Ruttnor

The differences

have been shown to af.:ect

nents which arise
to plant

competition

that

by the salt

in soil

the composicontent

salinity

Sow.e thotlf,ht should be given,

as the purveyor

of COITL~unitydistri

within

at Fish

in many of t r e plant

differences

in the narshes.

and unique

and uni que circ~~stQnces

that

the cormnunity's environment,

a separate

compohowever,

bution in salt

marshes.
The data for Phrar;mi tes co,mnunis and Juncus bal tic us offer
suita ble example.
in the ~rder
active

Phra'"1"lites shares

community and exhibits

invasion.

in Meadow forr,

a soil
its

contention

But where Juncus dominates
Phrap:mites did not enter,
are found in the soils

implication

relationships

severe

of these

of extreme but tolerated
salt

competitive

conditions
nature.

pointed
salinity

was threatened

by

tolerance
for that

wi t h Juncus
habitat

by

pannes and other depressions

Salt

Phraem,ites tolerance

habitat

salinity

a

concentrations

of Juncus ~eadows.
to ,Juncus survival
while survival

other

communities

exceeding
The
in a

under less
of a highly
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Thus Taylor
features

of salt

prefer

marshes

concentrations

only because
of salt
placed

but that

salin e situations

.

species

derive

anl the soil

nresent

s1.lts
surface

contined

in the soil

moisture

stud :r ; matric
rressures

centibars
'hriability

matric

the

plant s to

suction

reouirerr.ents
availability

suction

at fish

particles

Sorings

their

are twofold.
by the solu~le

1051).

(2ichard~.
rressure

re~resent

water

for

were senarated

frorr. tensi o:'leters

from knowled~e of soil
limited

frorr. the soil

is depe ndent U'"'On the

and osmotic

salinity.

use to emerr,ent soils

The

the

·rowth.
for

and os;1otic
The nature

of

6 inches or more

table .

suction

data

, 100 cen t itars

are measu r ed in units
~ualinp

of t ensiomete r readinp;s

ns before

a relatively

of atmospher i c ~ressure

one atmosphe r e of nressure
in Distichl

larr,e , J . O to J6 . 0 cen t ibars , and renuired
determinatio

tolerant

are determined

data 1-:ere O~'tained

one r ation

~atric

while

relationshins

suction

above the water

SUV,P"estedthat

!'lust overcome to obt .1in ade'luate

were obtained

tensiometer

mentioned,

of ~atric

!:"tress which a rlant
Soil

water

of water held bv the soil

rressures

with demonstrations

when exrerir1entally

allowed

moisture

which control

previously

tension

in such places

i~oisture

the bulk of their

conditions

Osmotic effect~.

which merely

and abound i n salt - marshes .

II

Soil
Plants

his statements

These results

nontolerant

dominance

and zonational

they survive

which p-rew more luxuriantly

of competitive

''ernerr,e into

salt

He supported

they must ,

in less

the distribution

are not always due t o communities

of soil

marsh species

removal

warned that

(19J9)

at sea level .

i s colTIJ11ur.itieswas quite

a considerable

or

number of

s t a}ile mean could be calculated

.
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Readings in other

emersed soil

communities showed less

variation

and required

fewer observations.
}~oisture

tensions

of Distichlis

(Table 18 ) and were the highest
mean of 8.35 milli bars.
Phragmites

communities average 11, 71 centibars
Juncus Meadows follow with a

recorded,

Near agreement of tensions

communities indicate

similar

moisture

in Juncus Borders and

stresses

from matric

suction.

Table 18.

Mean soil moisture tensions
emersed-soil
communities

Community

Number readin gs

Distichlis
complex
Juncus Border
Juncus Meadow
Phragmites

than one-tenth

endure but that
soil

moisture

suction.

data within

7,71
8,35

?.66

agree that
moisture

80 centibars
tensions

represents

that

plants

may

with the greater

share of availa bl e

1958: ~ichards,

1949 and 1959).

The data reported

that water availabilit

to emerse d-soil
in fact

from matric

is not a factor

sug gest a water logged condition.

with community zonation.
the four plant

y per~

stress

communities.

poor root aeration

log ging upon zonation

tension-centibars

range corresponds

This indicates

(1953) found that

in

11. 71

well into the lower ran ge of moisture

The low tensions

associated

generally

the range of soil

(Taylor.

of si gnificance

Moisture

21

this

in Table 18 fall

6 inches of soil

109
46
54

Plant physiolo gists
less

for the first

in water lo gged soils

was a factor

However, the narrow ran ge of tension

zones largely

at Fish Springs.

Evans

rejects

the influence

of water
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Even when adequate
create

a

0

soil

physiological

osmotic pressure

water is present,

drought"

osmotic conditions

for many species,

can produce large

decreases

may

Small increases

in water a~sorption

in

accordine

to Krammer (1959).

(1949) measured osmotic pressures

Campbell et al.
solutions
tion

and found that

extract

conductivities.

(?ig ure 15) to
by the soil

1:c;

16 in assessine

of soil

salts

of the emersed sa:mlinr

fore

in the soil

sites

study,

Fi~ure 16 shows this

to which the plan t communities at

Empirically

solution,
salts

assumes complete

encrust

the soil

and possi bly to a lesser

The osmotic pressures

estinated

averages

for the nlant
for soil

salt

to helf) discount
Distichlis

osmotic pressures

surface

extent

at many

:1t subsurface
mav there-

conditions.

Osmotic

based upon conductivity

influence.
at 15 atmospheres

10 atmospheres

Border com~unities.

assump-

at both the 0-6 and 7-12 inch samplinf,

communities tolerate

rane;es from nearly

in Ficure

this

Comnlexes thrive

while Phr acaj.tes

The array

communities are accordingly
occurring

this

by 1:5 conductivities

tend to somewhat exceed those existin r, for field

pressures

levels

of osmotic pressures

osmotic pressures

is not always met; undissolved

levels.

fron satura-

are subjected.

Use of Figure

tion

method used in this

soil

data were transforMed

for determination

p and the osmotic pressures

Fish Springs

could :Je estimated

Their orieinal

conductivities

suspension

relationshi

saturation

these oressures

of saline

about half

of osmotic pressure
t his amount.

Jm1cus

in the l'.eadow form to 6 3tmospheres

Submersed soil

in

cotnI'lunities are concentr ated between

of 1.8 to 4.9 atmospheres.

of plant

16 reflects

communities alonf
a more accurate

the plot

picture

of osmotic nressures

of corununity tolerance

to
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Distich
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1
0
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o.5

1:5

1.0

Soil

Suspension
'.\lllllrnh

Figure 16.

3.o

6.0

Conductivities
os

Relationship
of 1:5 soil suspension conductivities
to
osmotic pressures of soil solution.
Avera ges of 0-6 inch
and 7-12 inch conductivities
from Table 15 for ea.ch of
the plant communities studied have been superimposed upon
the plot to show the osmotic limitations
confronting the
communities.
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soil

salinity.

While the order of tolerance

from the tolerances

of Table 16, the actual

community limitation,
directly
plant

osmotic pressures

evaluated.

Community susceptibility
in this

concept.

receive

research

ecological

of the soil

change

condition

solutions,

of
can be

Thus osmotic press ures have been correlated

in some saline

succession

does not materially

habitats

to salt

attention

19J8).

(Weaver and Clements,

toxicity,

The importance

with

of salt

however, cannot be appraised
in this

respect

has yet to

from marsh ecologists.
Soil pH

The log of the hydrogen ion concentration
affects

plant

growth.

Extreme pH conditions

iron and calcium,

especially

the solubility

of other

unavailable

elements

or pH of a soil
render

to plants

to toxic

levels

essential

(1942) when required
alkalinity

are also injurious

and functioning
strong

nutrients

(Krammer, 1956).

concentration.

Specific

Daubenmire (1959) as the factor
Plant tolerance
concluded that

7 with limits

to soil

pH conditions
controversy

plant

pH levels

inhibiting

pH has received

tissues

acidity

nature

have been desir,nated

much attention

or

growth
of

where found in

many soil-borne

most higher forms of plants
lying

The corrosive

affects

Good

Arron and Johnson

and impede both their

( Penner and Galston , 1952) .

acid or base media directly

sufficient

roots

by

Excessive

remained available.
to plant

nutrients,

and may also increase

~rowth over a pH !'ange of 4 to 9 was obtained

plant

indirectly

plant

by
diseases.

but Small (1946)

gr ow well in a pH range of 5 to

at pH 3.4 and pH 9.0.
of the soil

when related

media have been the subject

to plant distribution.

and commonly lead to opposing conclusions.

of considerable

Data are often
After field

conflicting

and laboratory
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investiO'ations,
determining
cited

Olsen (1924) concluded that

factor

in the composition

pH as the greatest

but that this
bio lo gical
effect

soil

sinele

attribute

soil

factor

that

principal

both high and low pH.
the distribution

with

correlated

Nelson (1954) found little

of plant

life

marsh plants

pH data,

at Fish Springs

be cause of their

lend themselves

to statistical

hydroeen ion concentrations
studied

(Jensen,
yielded,

logarithmic
analyses,

His

in salt-marshes.

grew equally

tubmersed species

of important

were therefore

Daubenmire (1959)

well in areas of

Soil pH was also found to have little

The pH samples collected
information.

cover.

the

of ecolo ci cal significance

phenomena as forJT1erly believed.

revealed

readily

of plant

pH was largely

may not be as closely

of pH upon the distribution

studies

soil

effect

1940).
at best,

variable

character,

do not

and conversion

to absolute

is both time consw11.in
r, and tedious.

by computing median values

upon

The data

from frequency

dist ri-

butions.
There is a tendency for surface
the lower levels.

Likewise,

more acid than the third.
depositi on of organic
seems to remain true
detected.

collected

matter

from tidal

1950) but Waksman et al.
become less
dation

at Fish Sprinf,s,
are,

is attributed

upon the upper layers

even when no difference

peats

of samplint; proved to be

the second level

of the soil

in soil

Lower pH values
banks in California

(1 943) reported

acid with increased

texture

to the
profile

of this

acid than sa~ples

were also found in subsur(Camobell and Richards,

a general

depth of sampling.

of t he peat meadows allows for the par tial

tendency for peat to
This oeriodic
siltin

but

could be

however, show a reversal

for the most part , less

from lower levels.

face peat soils

to be more acid than those of

This pH stratification

The peat soils

gradient --surface

soils

inun-

~ out of alkaline

SJ
soils

and orobably

contributed

to the upset of the otherwise

gr.1dient

o!Jserved in the marsh soils.

reaction

of the peat s oils

t he ir inundation
Surface
data

into

classes

Gtructure

of pH ranres

nF ranre

rates

recorded

median pH values within

exhi :Jits

?ur ther

data fo r emersed

The recinrocal

17; emersed soils

show an increase

buffers

d iriinish

in

of pH distri-

Reducti on of oxi da tion

in the water-laden

soils

classes.

communities
the three

show little

levels

difference

between

of sampling but are ,i;eneral ly

aCJuati c com.rnunities (Table 19).

median values which diffe r onlv hv one-tenth

when the larder

these

contri ,mtin r to the di s oar it y between the pE

Mor e alkalin e than the typico.lly
• al ticus

than corresponding

deepe r samplinr, le vel s .

between the two soil

The four terrestrial

:~'hen the

While the median values

the ran r,e of pH.

amounts of salt

are the nro oa~)le factors
values

affects

with depth while submersed soils

and the smaller

sririn r·s .

::ietween nH 8 and 9, the suor.ersed

fell

is shm,m in r'igure

'"lution with nr or,ressively

unit

(Firrure 17).

and at all depths

likewise

of the saline

of submersed and emersed soils,

become more apparent

Inundation

acid

the pH of underlyin 6 soils.

show sonewhat more acid rni Jn oints

soils.

the stronc

remains unique when one considers

waters

water seems to affect

for hoth classes
soils

depths

with the .tlkaline

are separated

diff erences

at all

?'evertheless,

uniform pH

and Meadow communiti es of t his soecies

compar ison amon~ the nonaquatic

communities reveals

,}uncus

of a pE

are compared.
little

infor-

mation of si ~nificance.
Surface
communities.

soils

show the widest

This community , the marsh dominant,

9.0 to 5.9 and most commonly occurs
the widest

pH distribution

pl! s nread at subsurface

at pP. 7.9.
levels.

in Scirnus
f,I'OWS

olneyi

in a pH ranEe of

F.J.eocharis Meadows exhibit

The acid peat soils

account
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Figure 17.

Median (darkened areas) and range of pH for 750 soil
Einersed soils
samples from three sampling depths.
(hatched) show sli ghtly more alkaline medians than
submersed soils.
Ranges show a reciprocal
trend with
depth of sampling; ran ges of emersed soils decrease
while submersed ran ges increase as soils deepen.
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T:i.bJe 19 .

:':axim uI", med ia r , and rnn i mu!'l pH re ad in f::s for

six submersed- soil marsh coru~W1itics

Plant

comnunity

Soil

Stat i sti c

four

at three

soil

er.10rsed and

denths .

Jc-oth (i nc.,es)

0 .0rsed soils

Distichlis

Complex

Ju.nc us Border

~:aximum
:·ediJ.n

9 . L~
P,7

::i nimu n1

9. 1

9. 2

~ . :)

7,9

e. 1

8.8
8.J

8.9

9. 1
G. R

J.'.inimu.m

7,8

9 .1
-?.9

7,9

8.5

!-'axirm.1'.1

(). 9
8 . _5

9.0
8.7
8. J

9.0
8 .8

Laxim um

!'.cdian
Juncus ?:eadow

Median

:J.nir'lum
:::,xir:un

. hr~ 'T'J. tAS

Median
;·'.in iI'l U!'l

r .4

8.J
9.2
r .6
P. 2

8. 5

c. '?

9. 2

9. 0

8 , I}

2.7
8.J

9. 1

8.9

7. 7
8.8

7. 7
6. 7
8 .G

8 .7
8 .4

8. 5

Sii'>!"'ersed soils
Sci-~us

ol n0-ri

9 .0
i·'.edian

l-tinirmi
Scir ~us nD.lu dosus

~-:aximum

!'.ini mum

8.4
6.2
8.0

;,:edian

Scirp us acutus

Eleocharis

:·leadow

'f'rnha

G.J

!·'.aximU.'l:.

8.8

:'.edian

8.5

I-:inimU!'l

7,q

~ :a.,'C
i. ';! lL'11
Median

8.2

9.2
8.J
7.4
8.6

7.5

fi . 9

l'.ini"lum

c.J

Maximu.rn

(). 0

l'.edian

8.5

i'·u.nimwn

Chara - Runnia

7,9
5.9

7 .4

Haxim ll!'l

8.8

:'.edian

Q .

t-:ini num

7.2

1

5.6
9 .1

8 .4
7.J
8,8
7, 1
7.2

8.8

9.1
8 .4
7.6

8.7
6. 8
5. J
9.J
8.7
6 .6
9.2
8 .2
6.8
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for these
presence
ties

species

showing the widest

in this

soil

type,

for the limited

for both these

small sample si ze for Scirpus
for this

paludosus

community.

accounts

Further

sampling

exten d the narrow range shown.

of t his community would likely
paludosus

communi-

than those shown in Table 19.

pH range reported

(1 954) found~.

Were it not for their

the median pH values

would be more alkaline
A comparatively

pH range.

to grow vigorously

in areas

Nelson

of considerable

pH

variation.
There is some evidence for a daily
pH at the same samplin g station.
in marsh soils

durin~ periods

attri ~uted these
plants

be en renorted

by Daubenmire

of the '.)uffers

found within

tions

of intense

He

of calcium car bona te by
fluctuation

of pH has

(195 9 ) but was dismisse d as unimportant
the soil.

because

Olsen ( 1924) found seasonal

amountine; to 0.2 or O.J pH units

can be attached

in soil

photos:--Jnthetic activity.

A rh.',rthmic seasonal

such as these may well be present

importance

fluctuation

(1940) recorded hi r her pH values

Jensen

chan ges to the precipitation

onto the marsh floor.

differences

and seasonal

for the same soil.

Devia-

at Fish Sprin es but little

to the m in terms of plant

distribution

when

the ran ges of Table 19 are considered.
The differences

of median pH values

are not lar ge and are often
agreement of median values
Minima determinations
soil

less

between the plant

than one-tenth

at Fish Springs

of a pH unit.

JUCh near

overlappin v of maxima and

and the extensive

lead to the conclusion

pH and the vegetation

connnunities

that

any correlation

between

is of negli gi ble significanc

Soil Organic Natter
Orr,anic matter

incor porated

in a soil

serves

as an indicator

of

e.
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nitrate
soils

production.

Soil organic

follow corresponding

tion of this
matter
Studies

important

in the soil

nutrient

decreases,

(Jensen,
smaller

and succession

~'.isra, 1938).

Peat soils

production

for marsh

a method of determining

1940).

produc-

As the amount of organic

amounts of it undergo nitrification.

that

organic

matter

of marsh and aquatic
are known to support

many areas though the excessive

nH conditions

is important

to the

(Pearsall,

1921;

plants

characteristic

vegetation

of peat likely

in

contri bute to

specialization.
Soil organic

matter

carbon found within

is expressed

ences of organic
approximate

materials

percent

but would result
percentages

organic

from that

occurring

coverage greatly

reduces

of organic

organic matter

error

Direct

is not possible
However, a factor

matter when applied

conver-

due to differof 1.72 would

to the lower car hon values

when applied

hieher

are generally

(Table 20).

accumulation

matter

profile.

of organic

to the larger

carbon

P. Thorne, in correp,).

Submersed soils
emersed soils

organic

in the samples.

in increased

(J.

(Table 20) in percentage

6 inches of the soil

the first

sion of these data to percent

soils

and nitrate

curves and offer

in England have indicated

distribution

this

matter

The increase

Juncus Border

of organic

in emersed soils
the rate
debris

of organic

(Kadlec,

has also been correlated

on English coastal

in organic

carbon content
content

is typical
oxidation

1960).

in inundated

of wetlands;

water

and facilitates

Increased

with increases

than

retention

in soil

the
of

water content

marshes (Gil lham, 1957).
soils

are highest

in oreanic

among the

car bon in these soils

is due to

emersed-soil

communities.

the location

of the communiti es on the slough shorelines

water movement deposit

The increased

carbon content

floating

materials.

Soils

where wind and

of Distichlis

Complexes,
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Table 20.

Soil organic matter, expressed in percentage organic carbon,
occurring in the first 6 inches of soil for four emersed arrl
six submersed-soil
plant communities.

Community

Number samples

Percentage or ganic
carbon

Ehersed soils
Dis tichlis
Complex
Ju ncus Porder
Juncus r'ieadow
Phracaj. tes

2J
5
5
7

4.0J
7,25
4.61
4.40

Submersed soils
Sciq2us olneyi
Scir2us Qaludosus
Scirpus acutus
Eleocharis Meadow
T;rpha
Chara-Ruopia

14
5
7
4 (peat excluded)
8

10

12.66
9,04
J.J6
7.49
5.0J
5,59
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Phragmites,

and Juncus Meadows contain

increment

common to soils

of litter

within

f~rmation

of humus negligible.

the emersed-soil

play an important

part

The influences

in the transfer

Flood Plains

Border and Scirpus

olneyi

water levels

to the or ganic matter
accordingly

resulted

and~.

to soil

die-offs

zone between a Juncus

Fluctuation

of Distichlis

29.75 percent

sites.

organic

added

Higher or ganic carbon
The single

carbon,

transition
to Juncus

In addition

with scattered

A marked soil

of

and ~-Ruppia

on slough shores.

in samples from these

an:l some Distichlis.

humus.

These were collected

respectively.

olneY!-, the ecotone was vegetated

airoides

may also

The Flood Plain samples (2) contained

accumulation

zone sampl e contained

rapid and the

material

in Table 20.

the

Mineralization

salt

and from a transition

stand.

with resultant

climates.

of surface

of plant

or ganic carbon,

12.22 and 7,51 percent

of arid

and reflect

communities is undoubtedly

Three samples are not included
from Distichlis

amounts of or ganic carbon.

are low, between 4,03 arrl 4.61 percent,

These percentages
high inorganic

similar

clumps of Sporobolus

change from clay loam to loamy

peat accompanied the community transition.
Soil of Scirpus
carbon;

excluding

of the marshes,
extensive

olneyi

communities contained

peat samples,
A large

deposition

re growth the following

or ganic debris

of organic

upon flooding,

or ganic matter

are or ganically

of fallen

or ganic

the richest

stems accompanied by

season adds to the accumulation
Additional

organic

of

materials

are

the dense stem growth and network of roots.

The slough bottom bearing
9.04 percent

soils

in these communities.

proba bly entrapped within

soils,

these

12.66 percent

the Scirpus

carbon.

Nelson

were initially

of these wasteland

paludosus

(1954) found that

ve getated
soils

community contains

prior

with~·

barren

saline

paludosus.

The

to inundation

was by no
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Means plentiful,

At Fish Springs,
high organic

of relatively
presently

occupies

associated

content

a habitat

with this

soils

bearing

patches

of this

species

suggests

paludosus

that

serial

this

on soils

community

stage unlike

which may be considered

Eleocharis

that

usually

inorganic

throughout

correspond

of completely

soils

the marshes.

with the distribution

found elsewhere

organic

?.49 percent organic carbon.

contain

from comparatively

of Eleocharis

however, seemingly

of~·

species.

These data are derived
isolated

further

and a prolonged

Excluding peat samples,
nature,

the occurrence

which supported
Eleocharis

;vreadows,

of peat and those clumps

are not deemed re presentative

of the true

t-'.eadow vegetation.
other

submersed soils

Chara-Ruopia

soils

J ,36 percent

acutus

The role

matter

succession

by another

be correlated
ha bitats.

a community may add enoueh organic

stabilit

y of salt

at Fish Springs
withdrawal

in

that

of inland

concentrations
undergoes little

and Phrai;rnites

Ruppia occidentalis

soils

was limited
saline

while another
to organic

(or

E,

su bmersed

areas.

However,

marshes (Chapman, 1960) and the

(Table 18) indicate
change.

encroachment

(1938) to

in some aquatic

of or ganic matter

(1940) demonstrated

succession

which results

have thus been sho,m by ;~sra

with the accumulation

Potamogeton pectinatus,

the inert

own welfare

community more adapted to these new conditions.

mariti ma) became dominant on nonorganic
species,

5,03 perc ent, 1-nd Scirpus

inhi bit its

and distribution

Jensen

car bon.

in the ecology of the Fish Springs marshes

In theory,

to sufficiently

succession

amounts of organic

or ganic car bon,

determined.

to a soil

somewhat lesser

5.59 percent,~

of or ganic matter

was not readily

Plant

average

contain

that

The exceptions

the vegetation
of~-

have been previously

paludosus

treated.
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It will
soils

be recalled

of 7 percent

that

organic

car bon while extensive

coinci de with the distribution
ganic soils

small clumps of EJ..eocharis are oresent

is lar gel y derived

of a soil

de~osited

the community above,

r,rowth to both extremes of organic
these

communities

strata

has thrived

on the accumul ated plant

a successor

community .

re pro duce on sites

cour se in thes e areas .

plant

maintenance

that

of

Eleocharis '

to ada pt , survive,

concentr ations

and of definitive

of consiste nt and rela-

beco mes all but station ar y.

may be of some importance

of communit y form but evi dence for its
is laclcin e-.

and

may be of importance

is often active

However, in s alt - marshes

en coura r,ement of community dynamics

of Eleocharis

the origin

It also su ggests

Succession

of or ca nic ~~tter

furthermore,

from plan t materials

The ada pta bility

successors

ti vel y nredicta hl e sa linit y , succession
th e accumul ation

in marshes;

mat eri als r ather than givin g way to

of chan gin e organic

on nons al i ne or ti dal mar shes.

Generall y , inor -

thus advocates

on the inor ganic sites.

The pro pensit y f or latent

peat.

of or ganic soils

the or ganic increment
from within

meadows of Eleocharis

of hi ehly organic

preceed the formation

on

influence

in the
in the

Here
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THEWATERFACTO
R
Water is necessary
either

to all

to exist

or enters

a state

imµortant

functions,

ceases

assumes five
1959).
all

for life

It is a constituent

chemical

solvent

reactions

of universal

also nrovides

orp;anisms.

of dormancy.

each a requisite

involvin g life
importance

nrovidinr

life

treat

of existence

functions,

construction

the chemistry

plant

water

(Krammer,

for most if not

and likewise

in these and other

f inall 'r , it is t he medium of translocation
sections

For plants,

of protoplas m, it is a reagent

the tur F,i dit y of cell

followinr;

i,:i thout water life

it is a

activities.

Water

in her ba ceous tissues

for plant

nutrients.

and fluctuation

and

The

of the water

for the marsh communities at Fish Springs.
Water Chemistry

'
Hort h , . '.iddle , and South Springs
system terrrinating

in expanses of marshland.

samples taken from these
tions,

a striking

all.

content.

l:itrate

regarded

springs

similarit

North Sprin g notably
chloride

dLffers

found in unpolluted

(Reid,

the linear

in its

the springs.

With two excep-

higher

sodium and

per million,

of nitrate,

1961).

arrangement
further

of water

vary only sli ghtl y or not at

Only minute quantities

ponding water temperatures
the water to all

from the others

given only in parts

waters

of a drainage

between the data for each sprin g .

Other ion concentrations

as traces.

Ion analyses

are shown in Table 21.

y exists

determinations,

of ion abundance,

are each the source

In addition
of the springs

indicate

that

may be

if any at all,

are

to the similarities
and their

a common aquifer

corressupplies
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Table 21.

Ion

Water analysis for three major sprin gs, Fish Sprin e s National
Wildlife
Refuge, 1959. Data shown in parts per million and
equivalent parts per million for each ion.

North sering
epm
ppm

Middle

epm

Sering
ppm

South Sering
e pm
ppm

Cat ions
Calcium
?1 agnesiwn

Sodium
Potassium

6. 28
3,65
32.10
1.28

126
44

738

so

4.13
4 .42
21. JO
1.14

83
53
490

18 . 01
8. 69
0.29
J,79

639
418
9
231
0.2

44

4.06
4 . 41
20. 60
1.11

81
53
474
43

18,01
8 .21
0
2.4J

639
394
0

Anions
Chlori de
Sulfa te
Carbonate
:-icarhonate
:·itrate

31.85
8.76
0
4.1 3

1129
421
0
252
0.1

148

0.2
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The preponderance
dou0t that

little

common table

compound contributing
of sodimn likely
exists

of sodium and chloride
salt,

sodium salts.

ions present

in those waters.

2760 parts
solids

total

respectively,

Sprinr,s,

may be regarded

combination

dissolved

solids

of 4.60 millimhos.

1870 and 1890 parts per million
a conductivity

of all

measureMents taken from

has a conductivity

and yield

which

as the concentration

Thus conductivity

per Million,

affinity

(1957) has oointed out,

r-'.orth Sprinp;, with total

samples show that

Dissolved

Lesser amounts

the appreciable

However, as Hutchinson

of inland waters

equaling

of the marshes.

refutes

leaves

is the principal

com0ine with other anions but the great

the salinity

spring

the springs

sodium chloride,

to the salinity

between sodium and chloride

of other

in all

in South and T<iddle

of J.10

rr~llimhos in each

case.
The absence of all
considera ble bicarbonate
-1carbonate

Alkaline

is the major causative

conditions

correspond

ions.

Calcium bicarbonate
two salts

above 9 (Hutchinson,

contributing

pH determinations

taken in the springs

(Table 21); water from the three

concentration

to the pH factor.

The ecological

application

fi~ure

of carbonate

ions predetermine

of water chemistry

beinr, recorded
is found,

undoubtedly

Other bicarbonate

as with sodium and chloride,

magnesium, and bicarbonate

1957).

these ranges by hiGher concentra-

along with magnesium bicarbonate

are formed but,

calcium,

within

well with the ion analyses

at Middle Spring where a slight

of

upon the pH of the soring waters.

ranges from pH 7.2 to pH 7.6 with the latter

springs

likely

and the presence

agent in a pH range of 7 to 9 while

at pH levels

are increased

of the respective

of carbonate

have some effects

r;ains significance

carbonate

tions

but traces

salts

the affinity
their

are the
more than
between

combinati on.

to vascular

plant
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life

has not been clearly

limiting

factor

And unless

defined.

to vegetation

toxic

water chemistry

levels

Nutrient

in salt

are detected

must be directed

availability

water habitats

is rarely

(Penfound,

in water supplies,

to their

influences

a

1952).

the effects

of

upon the soils

of a

marsh.
Water Fluctuations
Water level

data were secured during

wit h the greater

portion

tion,

transpiration,

but no effort
factors.

generally

coinciding

of the growing season (see Table 11).

were pla ced in spr in g , slough,
each of these drainage

the period

and marsh areas to determine

systems.

Obstruction

and evaporation

was made to attribute

Pla nt obstruction

(Fi r:ure 1J) while trans piration

changes within

of water movement by veget a-

contributed

to water level

the proportion

' appears

r;auges

due to each of these

t o be most effective

and evaporation

variation

in slou ghs

presu.m.ably are more active

in marsh habi tats.
Presentation

of data for each of the 16 water level

at best bulky and often
for each of the drainage
fluctuations

confusin g.
habitats

A summary of water level
is therefore

are also given for each habitat

occ.urred at widely separated

stations

stations

information

eiven in Table 22.
although

woul d be

Haximu.l'Jl

these may have

and in drainages

of less

~portant

springs .
No fluctuations
May.

of water le vels were found before the fourth

At th at tirie the growth of submersed vegetation

the springs

began to hinder

sloughs further

the rate

in slou ghs nearest

of water movement.

Water levels

from the sprin gs had not yet come under this

It should be remembered that,

week in

althou gh submersed vegetation

in

influence.
appeared green
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Table 22.

J.'.
onth
l;ay
June

Water level fluctuations
':)ased upo:1 data representative
of
Slou Gh A located nearer water
each type of drainaee habitat.
source than slou p;h P. Maximum fluctuation
data are a ualified
(see text.
All fi ~ur es are inches and are plus unless otherwise indicated by minus sign.

Heek

Sprin r

3
4

Drainae;e habitat
Slou gh
Slou r;h "''

.
..)

i<arsh

0. 250

1
2
J

0.3 75
0 .500
0. 375
0 . 375

0.750
0 , 750
1. 375
1.250

0.500
0,875
O. J75
0.125

- 0.750
-1. 000
-1. 000

1
2
3

4

1.250
1.500
1. 875
2.375

1.625
1.875
2 . 000
2 . 250

O.J75
0 . 250
- 0.12 5
- 0 . 500

-0.750
-1. 125
-1.125
-1. 375

1

2. 875

2 . 500

- 0 . 500

-1. 500

~ '.aximwn r,ain
Maxi:r1.
UJ"'loss (-)

l} . 625

2 . 875
0 . 250

1.000
2 . 125

0. 500
4 . 000

4
July

Aui:;ust

1. 875
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P.11 year,

olants

active

fTrowth is limited

nearest

the warm spring

corresoonding

rise

in water

Changes in the sprinr:
were sowed,
snrin;·

The constant

and in those

effluence

W,ter levels
oools were risinf".

est.:irlished
to rise

inches

.750

~ater

lther

level

j"r1.
ins until

small

commenced, lost

the incre,ses

'·'ere re ?istered

of unstream

additional

j

of the m1rshes;

likely

to ~e ~realer

in marsh habitats

stanJs

of er.errrent

~ars h levels

undoubtedly

of the season were

nroc-ressively
.

lost

thei.:- ~revious

The marshes steadil:r

receeded

an<1, as the heat of sunmer
and transniration.

occur in all

water areas

where auiescent

waters

but ;i.re

and rank

;cire found.

on ve-etation
level

chanres

then

The sprin c nools continued

to evanoration

losses

The water

n these

found in near hy slou~hs.

o~st ruction

ar.ounts

blocka{'.:e

of slouFh ve~etation

portion

from the srrin"s,

plants

at the time s~rinF

week of the drawdo,n1 (T;ible 22).

Eva0otransnirational

Effects

levels

week o: .'une.

exceeded

the influence

;i.dded to the increases

had '' erun to c:i..use sinilar

for the renaininr

losses

structures.

slour:;h draina~es.

The o~s truction

in the ~ater

the U'ird

furt!1er

in springs

checked by control

continually

of the

y the second week in June the water

durinrr the first

and slir:htly

slouP-'h waters

in the levels

slouF,hs beran to increase

neak.

trends

durinf

slou,b.s,

unier

its

to cause a decline

dropped

partially

c1.ndimmediate

ur'streari.

hnd reached

as adjacent

an increase

Sub!'lersed vee:etation

had further

A

resulted.

of the sorinr:s

of outlyin~

Hence th ose

to commence ~r owth.

beca.I'1e even more consricuous

of both the s .-,rin c· rools

beran

levels

months.

were first

pools soon followed;

These rises

surroun ded b:'1dikes

slou?hs

waters

the backup of water forced

pools .

n.s it

durin"" winter

at Fish Snrinrs

are larrely

due to tlie
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presence
affect

and activities
the olant

:looded

wrile

life.

Vegetation

confronted

exposure varied

.

Some slough ve~etation

However, floodine

and

uoon the topo graphy of any narticular

depending

salt

concentration

relationships
Elnerpent species

inundation.

and plant

to water levels

of kill

is related

Likewise,

Previous
responses

in a few areas.

compositio n or distribution
1

/ep;eta tion left

partially

tip ped while those
no way influences
The exnosure
tion of the plant
ed~es of relatively

of these
by

on these

steep

at Fish

adversities.

reduced water levels

exposed quickly

or small mats of plants.
waters
wither

often

becomes brown-

and die.

Floodi.ng in

of submersed species .

of ·.1arsh ed9;es and some slou gh t anks affords
life

1955) the

however, are not changes in community

exposed by receeding

the welfare

(/cDonald,

The chan res in the WRter levels

but upon individuals

completely

water fluctuations.

of exposure reduce emer~ent vegeta-

is somewhat affected

These effects,

mention of

and depth of un:'avorable

Sprin ~s are not of the magnitude to cause either
Submersed ve~etation

by the

have treated

and no further

of emergent plants

to both the duration

marsh.

sections

to the slir,ht

~ro lon~ed' periods

to dr ied and decedent

were found

influence

need be made here.

seem indifferent

c.:i.n cause a die-off

(Table 22),

presumably are not affected

which took place.

salini t·:, water ta bles,

While fJ.oodinr

due to this

r:round water supplies

temporary fluctuations

severity

of more than 4 inches

maximumwater fluctuations

(see Table 17).

tion

and slough banks is

shores

with both situations

considerably

no changes in soil

these

along soring

in turn

under observation.
Despite

soil

These fluctuations

marsh ed~es and hummucks are exposed.

is alternately

locale

of the vegetation.

sites.

inclination

Primaril:r

affected

where emereent-marsh

an altera -

are banks and
communities are
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lacking.

The exposed soils

communities or no nlants

bear either

at all.

desiccated

Annual ve ~etation

and soon esta blish es temporary cormnunities,
hastata

A. ~rey (spearscale)

stands

of this

plant

July.

Less pr oni nent species

Ranunculus cymbala ria

nent,

recessions
continual

L., var.
Leafy

by the end of

are Suaeda occidentalis

S, ~<lats. (seepweed ) ,

var.

(buttercup)

saximontanus

shortlived.

Fern.

Distic:11is

encroachment

Where '.Jistichlis

~:evertheless,

and indeterminate

often

is desi gnat ed a

habitats,

vegetative

and

becomes more perma-

the nla nt zones affected

durin ~ summer months are transitory
modi fi cation

immi~rates

Atri nlex patula

as on so ~e of the hi~her banks, the vepetation

Distic hli s Fl ood Pla i n .

quickly

slour,hs and rin~ plateaus

Chenonodiw. h,1Dridum L. (r,oosefoot).
f ollows but is usually

of submersed

is the most fre quent pionee r species.

rim distant

Pursh.,

litter

by water

under~oine

chan ee.
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SUM}'.ARY
ANDCONCLUSIONS
1.

Ecological

studies

were made at Fish Springs

Refuge during the summer of 1959 and the spring
Investigations
vegetation
2.

were directed

to the structure

and to the environmental
Fish Springs

lesser

springs

Wildlife

National

acres of marshland in western
provide

factors

Utah.

a constant

purposes.
these

Outlying

control

marsh areas,

structures.

"half-desert"

habitat

affecting

enterprises
4.

Upland vegetation,

;-feather

records

of Fish Springs

show that

affected

by

Fish Snrinr,s is a
of 51.J degrees

F.

is rich with the events of explora-

The emerse d-soil

communities,

(b ) Juncus Borders,

communities.

The submersed-soil

and various

other
re r,ion.

of water in a remote desert

of the veJTetation describes
four emersed-soil

communities,

the surrounding

Desert

and six submersed-soil

communities include

(a) Distichlis

Complex

(c) Juncus Meadows, and (d ) Phrar-mites
communities include

Meadows, (f) the major emergent community of Scirnus
of (g ) Typha angustifolia,

and ( j ) the aquatic

are warm and have

of 7.1J inches.

communities.

emergent stands

to the marshes.

however, are not Materially

based upon the availability
An analysis

and a number of

land owners for irrigational

the Pony Express and Overland StaF,e lines,

tions,

of about 18 , 000

flow of mineral waters
The springs

of the

the vegetation.

springs

with a mean annual temperature

and an annual precipitation

J. The history

and composition

Three large

diked by early

Wildlife

and summer of 1960.

Refuge- consists

Total measured flow is 4J.5 second-feet.
been, for the most part,

;Jational

Chara-Ruppia corrununity.

(e) EJ..eocharis
olneyi

(h) ~· acutus,

and lesser
(i) ~. oaludosus,
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5. The warm spring waters hasten seasonal development for many species
while outlying

sections

phytic

are later

species

tolerant

to soil

of marsh are slower to show vernal

salinity

to Scirpus

zonation

generally
extent,

pattern.

Intervening

prevalent

while the sole stand of~·

stages

including

plant

components within

pr ogression

indicate

Soil

and (b) that
concentrations

sites

definite

and Phragmites

stage.

suggests
Several

co&nunity boundaries,

is static

greatly

at three

are sometimes
that

aspects

of the vegeta-

tew

(b) relatively

and from both emersed and

(a) salt

content

decreases

reduces

the salt

present.

with soil

between many plant

for community zonation.

Seasonal

Salt and plant

competition

in community distribution

within

depth

Soil salt
types . and

and long term soil

changes are concluded to be absent and therefore

relationship

it represents

and not under going active

depths

are also shown to be different

to the marsh veeetation.

Chara-Ruppia

vegetation.

show that

inundation

amplitude.

by

is the most common zonational

paludosus

succession

samples collected

an explanation

salinity

less

each community, and (c) the lack of oioneer
that

to terminal

su bmersed-soil

offers

(a) knife-like

a course dictated

ecological

of Eleocharis

remnants of a pioneer

tion,

7.

follows

olneY:;b to Juncus to Distichlis

communities,

organs than many- plants

to develop flowering

and, to a lesser

the tenaceous

Halo-

salinity.

6. Vegetational
soil

response.

of no influence

sometimes exhibit
salt-marshes

as

shown in the data for Juncus and Phragmites.
8.
soil

Matric suction

stress

pressures

measurements of soil

is of no consequence
which result

of tolerances

from soil

between the plant

moisture

to salt-marsh
salinity,

indicate

vegetation.

however, create

communities studied.

that

this

The osmotic
a wide array

a
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9.

Organic carbon determinations

emersed-soils.
of organic
of this
10.

While it

materials

sites

is the salt

contributing

a bout by plant

by (a) soil

depth

for each of the plant

between the nH of their

likely

soils.

responsi bl e for the salinity

The ecolo r,i cal influences

imnortant

to plant

characteristics

This is the result
obstruction,

life

are believed

of water chemistry

but are considered

are not

the causative

of the study area.

to newly exposed habitats

in some

of sli17ht chan ges in water levels

transpiration,

of

pH ranges of 7.2 to 7.6 from

to the recorded

Annual vegeta tion imrni grates

mars h areas.

no significance

consequence to the marsh communities at Fish Springs.

ae;ent for many of the soil
12.

the accumulation

~~lcium bicar bonate and rnarnesium bicarbonate

the s~ring waters.
deemed directly

pH ranges are affected

if any differences

Sodium chloride

to be the salts

succession,

than in

depth and from both emersed and

However, median pH values

communities sen, little,

the marshes.

in some cases,

to plant

at three

show that

and (b ) inundation.

Soil pH is of little

that,

in submersed-soils

was found in the ecology at Fish Springs.

samples collected

submersed-soil

11.

is suegested

may be important

characteristic
Soil

are higher

and evaporation.

brou13ht
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Graphic reproductions
following

oages.

have been plotted

of the study transects

Much of the data presented
under the transect

edaphic ecoloi:;y at Fish Springs.
threes

to facilitate

~ate also that
ritlunically
particular
direct~y

Transects

interpretation;

the vertical

condensed.
point within

scales

in the foregoing

cross sections

The salinity

are shown in the
discussions

to show trends

data have been smoothed by

other figures
of the salinity

have not been so treated.
graphs have been loga-

Any of the measurements which were recorded
a community may be enumerated by reading

below the desired

location

in the

on the transect.

at a

the graphs
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APPENDIX B

Checklist

of Collected

plant families

Thirty-four
collections

and 99 species were identified

made in the marshes and surrpunding upland areas.

algae were not collected.
filamentous

Plants from the Fish Springs Study Area

algae,

The checklist

includes

two gymnosperm families,

Filamentous

one family of non-

and 31 angiosperm families

of which seven are monocotyledonous and 24 are dicotyledonous.
are listed

from

in taxonomic order while genera and species

Families

are alphabetically

arranged (Table 23),
Several botanical
cation of the plants

references

and keys were employed in the identifi-

and in the preparation

of the checklist.

These

included:
Hitchcock, A. S. 1950. Manual of the grasses of the United States.
U. S. Department of Agriculture Miscellaneous Publication 200,
Washington.
Holmgren, A. H. 1942. Handbook of the vascular plants
eastern Nevada. Utah State University, Logan.

of north-

Holmgren, A. H. 1959. Handbook of the vascular plants of the northern
Wasatch. Lithotype Process Company, San Francisco.
Hasen, H. L. 1957. A flora of the marshes of California.
sity of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles.
Tidestrom, I.
1925. Flora of Utah and Nevada.
National Herbarium 25, Washington.
All plants

collected

are on permanent file

Herbarium, Utah State University,
is offered

Logan, Utah.

to Arthur H. Holmgren, Curator,

in compiling the present

checklist.

Contribution

UniverU. S.

with the Intermountain
Grateful

acknowledgment

for his generous assistance
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Table 2J .

Checklist

of collected

Species

plants

from the Fish Sprin~s

Family
1.

Commonname

CHAR.ACSAE

Chara spp.

t-'.usk grass

Jur.ire rus osteosoerma

(Torr.)

Enhedra nevadensis

S. Wats.

~

L.

2. CUP!USSACEAE
Little

J.

EPHEDRAC
SAE
TYPHACSAE

!farrow leaf
cattail
Sniny najad
.o/idr;eongras s

Tri~loc hin maritima

L.

AyroF(ron

Host

6.

JUPCA";INACEAE

Seaside
a rrow rrass
7.

:.:;
:q_Af-'.INEAE

Ar-rostis alba L.
r ler hr iJacr.ne kinp;ii (S. '1hlts.) !I;ick.
~ro~us tectorurr I .
DistichJis
stricta
( rorr.) genth.
Ruck].
"SJ.yr-ust r iticoides
1

i]aria
iamesii (Torr.) ~enth .
'.<ordeu r\ iu:--atum L.
. 'uhlrn c-erria as erifolia
( fl:ees & ~~ey.) Parodi
Ory7onsis hymenoijes
1oe~ . & Schult.)
~icke r
Phr-:i,7i tes cor-~unis Trin.
Polvnogon mons eliensis
(1.) Desf.
Si tanion hystrix
,:ut t. ) ,J. r;. Smith
Srartina
~racilis
~rin.
airoides

fir

5. NA,JADACEAS

r,:a.jas narina I.
Ruppia nariti~a
L.

elongatum

Utah junip er
Joint

4.
angustifolia

Sporoholus

study area

(~orr.)

Torr .

Lonp;spike
wheatgrass
Redton
lenharidachne
Cheat ,-rass
Desert s~lt~rass
!-leardless wildrye
'";;:illeta
Foxtail barley
Sc r atchrrass
Indian rice gr ass
Commonreed
Rar'"'itfoot e;rass
S8uirrel tail
Alkali cordgrass
Alkali sacaton
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Table 2J.

Continued

Species

Family

8.

Eleocharis rostellata Torr.
Scirpus acutus Muhl.
Scirpus americanus Pers.
Scirpus nevadensis S. Wats.
Scirpus olneyi A. Gray
Scirous paludosus A. }els.

CYPERACEAE

9. JUNCACEAE
Juncus balticus Willd., var. montanus Engelm.
Allium nevadense S. Wats.
Smilacina stellata (L.) Desf.
Pooulus alba L.
Salix lutea Nutt.
Ulmus oumila L.
ErioGonum ovalifolium Nutt.

10.

LII.JACEAE

11.

SALICACEAE

12.

ULMACEAE

1J.

POLYGONACEAE

14. CHENOPODIACEAE
Allenrolfea occidentalis (S. Wats.) Kuntze
A.triplex confertifolia (Torr. & Frem.) S. Wats.
Atriplex patula L., var. hastata A. �ray
Sassia hyssopifolia (Pall.) Kuntze
Chenopodium hybridum L.
Halogeton glorneratus (�ieb.) Mey.
Kochia vesttta (S. Wats.) Rydh.
'.:itroohila oc cid entalis (Nutt. ) S. Wats.
Salicornia utahensis Tidest.
Sarcotatus vermiculatus (Hook.) Torr.
Suaeda intermedia S. Wats.
Suaeda occidentalis S. Wats.
Ceratophyllum demersum L.

15,

CERATOPHYLLACEAE

16.

RANm1 CULACEAE

Delphinium andersonii A. �ray
Ranunculus cy�balaria Pursh., var. saximontanus Fern.
Ranunculus juniper1nus M. E. Jones

Common name
Spike rush
Tule
Shorerush
Nevada bulrush
Olney' s bulrush
Alkali bulrush
Wire rush
Wild onion
False Solomon's
seal
White poplar
Yellow willow
Siberian elm
Eriogonum
Pickleweed
Shadscale
Spearscale
Bassia
Mapleleaf goosefoot
Halogeton
,reen molly
Nitrophila
Samphire
Greasewood
Seepweed
Seepweecl
Coontail
Delphinium
Buttercup
Ruttercup
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Table 2J.

Continued

Species

Family

1 7. CRUCIFERAE
Coringia orientalis (L.) Dum.
Descurainia incisa (Engelm.) 3ritt.
Descurainia soohia (L.) Webb
Lenidiwn dictyoturn Gray
.�alcolmia africana (L.) R. Jr.
Physaria chambersii Rollins
� woodsii Lindl.
Astragalus utahensis T. & G.

18.

ROSACEAE

19.

LEGUMINOSA E

20.

��LVACEAE

21.

TAfv'.ARICAECAE

22.

CACTACEAE

Sohaeralcea coccinea (Pursh.) Rydb,
Tamarix pentandra Pall.
Opuntia rhodantha Schum.

Common name
Hare's ear
Tansy-mustard
Tansy-mustard
Peppergrass
Halcolmia
Double bladder-pot
Wild rose
Lady slipper
Globe mallow
Salt cedar
Prickly pear

23. ONAGRACEAE
Oenothera caesoitosa Nutt., var. marginata (Nutt.) Munz.

Evening primrose

24. Ut2ELLIFERAE
Aniurn eraveolens L., var. dulce D�.
Berula erect a [Hud s.) Gov.-Cymopterus longipes S. Wats.
LoMatium �rayi C. & R.

Celery
Water parsnip
Cymopeterus
Desert parsley

Glamc maritima L.

25.

PRIMULACEAE

Saltwort

26. GENTIANACEAE
Centauriwn exal ta tum (�riseb.) Wight

Centaury

27. APOCYNACEAE
ApocyntLm sibiricum Jaco,, var. salignurn (Greene) Fern.

Dogbane

28. ASCLEPIADACF.AE
Asclepias incarnata L., subsp. occidentalis Woodson
Asclecias seoeciosa Torr.

Swamp milkweed
:ilkweed

Cressa truxillensis H.'.K.

29.

CONVOLVULACEAE

Cressa

rable 2J.

continued
Corr.mon nar.ie

Species
Cilia sinuata Dou1l.
Phlox lonf"ifolia Putt.
Lycium andersonii A. Gray

JO.

POLEMONIACEAE

3 1.

SOLA ACEAE

J2.
Castilleja chromosa A. Nels.
Castilleia exilis A. r:els.
Cordylanthus canescans A. �ray
Penstemon dolius Jones

SC�OPHULARIACEAE

JJ.

LENTIBULARIACEAE

"tricularia vulP"aris L.

J4. CO�'.POSITAE
An1opanpus racemosus ("utt.) Torr.
Aster oauciflorus 'utt.
Chaenactic douclasii H. & A.
Chrysothamnus nauseosus (Pall.) �ritt.
Chrysotharnnus stenonh;1llus (A. �ray) Greene
Cirsium drl.ll11Plondii T. r,.
£!.£._is. runcinata T. 1- �., subsr. hj_snidulosa (l!owell)
'abc . .':· Stebb.
Enceliopsis nudicaulis (A. Gray) A. ',Jels.
Erin;eron rW'lilus ··utt.
Helianthus annuus L.
Hynenopa onus eriopod us A. I!els.
Iva a.xillaris Pursh
Lycodesmia exi�ua A. Gray
Malacothrix sonchoides (rutt.) Torr. & '}ray
F'sathvrotes annua ('1utt.) A. "ray
Scnecio uintahensis (A. Nels.) nreenm.
Sterhanomeria tenuifolirt (Torr.) Eall S. myrioclada
Tetradyryia canescens JC.
Tetradyrr.ia soinosa H. � A.
Townsendia florifer (Hook) A. Gray

Gilia
Phlox
Wolf8erry
Indian paint brush
Indian naint brush
Cordylanthus
Penstemon
Bladderwort
Aolopappus
Aster
Chaenactis
Rabhitbrush
Rabbit brush
Thistle
Hawksbeard
Encelioosis
Flea bane
Sunflower
Hynerr.onappus
Poverty weed
Lvrodesr.ia
l'.alacothrix
1'sathyrotes
Senecio
Skeletonweed
Soineless hores
horserrush
'.::r-in,f horsebrush
Townsendia

